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ABSTRACT
Subsurface flow modeling and simulation is ubiquitous in many energy related
processes, including oil and gas production. These models are usually large scale
and simulating them can be very computationally demanding, particularly in work-
flows that require hundreds, if not thousands, runs of a model to achieve the optimal
production solution. The primary objective of this study is to reduce the complexity
of reservoir simulation, and to accelerate production optimization via model order re-
duction (MOR) by proposing two novel strategies, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
with Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (POD-DEIM), and Quadratic Bilinear
Formulation (QBLF). While the former is a training-based approach whereby one
runs several reservoir models for different input strategies before reducing the model,
the latter is a training-free approach.
Model order reduction by POD has been shown to be a viable way to reduce the
computational cost of flow simulation. However, in the case of porous media flow
models, this type of MOR scheme does not immediately yield a computationally
efficient reduced system. The main difficulty arises in evaluating nonlinear terms
on a reduced subspace. One way to overcome this difficulty is to apply DEIM onto
the nonlinear functions (fractional flow, for instance) and to select a small set of
grid blocks based on a greedy algorithm. The nonlinear terms are evaluated at
these few grid blocks and interpolation based on projection is used for the rest of
them. Furthermore, to reduce the number of POD-DEIM basis and the error, a
new approach is integrated in this study to update the basis online. In the regular
POD-DEIM workflow all the snapshots are used to find one single reduced subspace,
whereas in the new technique, namely the localized POD-DEIM, the snapshots are
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clustered into different groups by means of clustering techniques (k-means), and the
reduced subspaces are computed for each cluster in the offline (pre-processing) phase.
In the online phase, at each time step, the reduced states are used in a classifier to
find the most representative basis and to update the reduced subspace.
In the second approach in order to overcome the issue of nonlinearity, the QBLF
of the original nonlinear porous media flow system is introduced, yielding a system
that is linear in the input and linear in the state, but not in both input and state
jointly. Primarily, a new set of variables is used to change the problem into QBLF.
To highlight the superiority of this approach, the new formulation is compared with
a Taylor’s series expansion of the system. At this initial phase of development, a
POD-based model reduction is integrated with the QBLF in this study in order to
reduce the computational costs. This new reduced model has the same form as the
original high fidelity model and thus preserves the properties such as stability and
passivity. This new form also facilitates the investigation of systematic MOR, where
no training or snapshot is required.
We test these MOR algorithms on the SPE10 and the results suggest twofold
runtime speedups for a case study with more than 60,000 grid blocks. In the case of
the QBLF, the results suggests moderate speedups, but more investigation is needed
to accommodate an efficient implementation. Finally, MOR is integrated in the opti-
mization workflow for accelerating it. The gradient based optimization framework is
used due to its efficiency and fast convergence. This workflow is modified to include
the reduced order model and consequently to reduce the computational cost. The
water flooding optimization is applied to an offshore reservoir benchmark model,
UNISIM-I-D, which has around 38,000 active grid blocks and 25 wells. The numeri-
cal solutions demonstrate that the POD-based model order reduction can reproduce
accurate optimization results while providing reasonable speedups.
iii
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
BHP bottom hole pressure
DEIM discrete empirical interpolation method
MOR model order reduction
MRST MATLAB reservoir simulation toolbox
NPV net present value
POD proper orthogonal decomposition
QBDAE quadratic bilinear differential algebraic equation
SVD singular value decomposition
TPWL trajectory piecewise linearization
Variables
fw Buckley-Leverett fractional flow function [–]
J Jacobian matrix [–]
K permeability [ft2]
p pressure [psia]
q volumetric flow rate [bbl/day]
Q sink/source term [–]
R residual vector [–]
s water saturation [–]
t time [day]
T transmissibility matrix [–]
u phase velocity [ft/day]
vi
Greek
δ solution update
λ mobility or eigenvalues
µ viscosity
φ porosity
Φ POD basis
Ψ DEIM basis
subscripts
o oil
w water
ro relative to oil
rw relative to water
subscripts
n nth time step
k kth nonlinear iteration
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1. INTRODUCTION
My research focuses on petroleum engineering, economics, and mathematics. The
primary objective of this study is to reduce the complexity of reservoir simulation,
as well as accelerating production optimization. This is certainly fundamental for
future of reservoir simulation, since it would facilitate the creation of new levels of
large scale reservoir model simulation and optimization.
1.1 Background
Every industry is dependent on energy; from education, medical, transport to
corporate industries. Consequently, there is an essential need for secure and sustain-
able energy resources. Hydrocarbons, such as oil and gas, have been one of the main
sources of energy for the last 150 years. Petroleum engineers play significant roles in
recovering hydrocarbons efficiently while reducing environmental impacts.
According to recent energy outlook surveys and publications [32, 40], projections
for fossil fuel extraction are on the rise. The World, and in particular, the US grow-
ing domestic production in unconventional reservoirs (e.g., from tight oil and shale
formations) will continue to reshape the energy outlook for years to come [5, 4]. In
order to meet the increasing demand for energy, the Oil and Gas industry needs
to continue to perform discovery/exploration campaigns, but most importantly, will
have to look for better reservoir management practices for fields that have already
been developed. Achieving these goals require understanding the physics behind
subsurface flow and different parameters that facilitate the production of hydrocar-
bons. One of the main tools is having a representative model, usually called reservoir
model, and being able to simulate different scenarios.
The reservoir model is derived by considering the interaction between a porous
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rock and underground fluid flow in a high pressure and temperature media. This
phenomenon can be described by partial differential equations (PDEs) that need to
be solved for analysis and development. Generally, these equations need to be solved
numerically using proper time and spatial discretization techniques [29].
Reservoir simulation is an area of reservoir engineering in which computer mod-
els are used to simulate and predict the flow of fluids (typically, oil, water, and gas)
through porous media. It involves a mathematical model governed by partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs) describing subsurface flow. Reservoir simulation assists
us to take long term critical decisions in developing a field, e.g. well placement
and injection/production rate. It also helps us in uncertainty assessment, sensitivity
analysis, history matching and optimizing control inputs to have higher reservoir
recovery factors (often called production optimization) [116].
For some petroleum fields, optimization of production operations can be a ma-
jor factor on increasing production rates and reducing production cost. However,
these reservoir models often times have large number of grid blocks and include
multi-physics and multi-components. This results in a large scale model that is com-
putationally expensive to simulate. Despite the great advances in reservoir modeling
and the advent of high-performance computing (HPC), high-fidelity physics-based
numerical simulation still remains challenging due to its complexity and computa-
tional time. This problem is revealed in more computationally intensive frameworks,
history matching [87, 3], production optimization problems [108, 33] and uncertainty
quantifications [67].. Also, the computational time of such large-scale models become
the bottleneck of fast turnarounds in the decision-making process and assimilating
real-time data into the model and closed-loop reservoir management [69, 53, 49].
Over the past decade, numerous techniques have been applied in the context of
porous media flow simulation to reduce the computational effort associated with the
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solution of the underlying coupled nonlinear partial differential equations. These
techniques vary from heuristic approaches [83, 76], to more rigorous mathematical
techniques [8],which explore the idea of determining a reduced complexity model
that can approximate the full nonlinear system of equations with certain accuracy.
In many cases, reduced-order modeling techniques have shown to be a viable way
of mitigating computational complexity in simulation of the large-scale model, while
they maintain high level of accuracy when compared with high fidelity models.
There are different techniques for model order reduction (MOR) and construct-
ing lower complexity models. For example, upscaling is used to coarsen the reservoir
description and make it suitable for flow computation [35, 66]. Multi-scale method
is another approach accounting for different scales on the discretization of the un-
derlying partial differential equations [37, 36]. These methods yield approximations
that can preserve local features of the porous media flow model. However, in this
thesis I focus on MOR techniques that uphold global characteristics of the reservoir
model.
1.2 Research Scope
The objectives of this thesis are,
• Assessing the application of model order reduction to reduce the computational
cost of the reservoir model.
• Addressing the existing issues in MOR application to nonlinear system and
develop new techniques to remove/mitigate these problems.
• Discussing an efficient procedure for optimization of a petroleum field under
physical and economic constraints is considered.
• Integrating the MOR technique in optimization workflow to accelerate produc-
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Figure 1.1: Input-output system description
tion optimization.
The impact of this work is also to facilitate simulating various scenarios for in-
creasing production and improving reservoir management. Preliminarily, I describe
my research on model order reduction, before discussing my work on optimization,
and finally make deductions on the findings, as well as my future research plans.
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Model Order Reduction
A dynamical system can be viewed as an input-output system, where different set
of control variables yield unique responses. In this perspective a system can generally
have multiple inputs and multiple outputs as shown in Figure 1.1.
Assuming that there is n states (grid blocks) in a model, The general form of
nonlinear systems with nin number of inputs and nout number of outputs is,
x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t)), t ≥ 0
y(t) = h(x(t), u(t)), x(0) = x0,
(1.1)
where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rnin , f : Rn → Rn, and h : Rn → Rnout .
Model order reduction (MOR) is basically a technique aimed at reducing the
computational complexity of mathematical models used in the context of numerical
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simulations. Model order reduction is a systematic approach to approximate a high
dimensional model with a meaningful lower dimension model such that it becomes
computationally faster to simulate and generate similar results in terms of input-
output behavior as described in system of equations 1.2,
˙ˆx(t) = fˆ(xˆ(t), u(t)), t ≥ 0
yˆ(t) = hˆ(xˆ(t), u(t)), xˆ(0) = xˆ0,
(1.2)
where xˆ ∈ Rr , fˆ : Rr → Rr, hˆ : Rr → Rnout , and r  n.
In order to have a reliable input-output approximation of the original model, the
following conditions should hold [106],
• The norm of approximation error should be small,
• The crucial properties of the original system, such as stability, can be preserved.
• The reduction procedure should be computational efficient to avoid large over-
head.
Model order reduction has been successfully applied to large class of problems
in diverse areas such as control engineering [7], micro electro mechanical systems
[109, 30], power electronics [91, 24], signal processing, video and image compression
[107], and fluid mechanics [97]. Also, it has been presented in reservoir simulation
applications in recent years [65, 52]. However, there are still many challenges left to
be addressed mainly in nonlinear systems and in preserving stability and robustness
of the original system.
Model order reduction in reservoir simulation is akin to upscaling method in
the sense that both techniques approximate the original large scale model with a
reduced one that is computationally faster and yields similar results in terms of
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Figure 1.2: Model order reduction concept
oil production, water cut, oil saturation among other measurements as described
in Figure 1.2. However, these techniques are significantly different because MOR
reduces them based on the dynamic response of the entire model, whereas upscaling
is relatively local and is applied to the adjacent grid blocks.
MOR techniques vary from non-intrusive methods, i.e., do not depend on modifi-
cations of a reservoir simulation code, to a more intrusive and sophisticated methods
that depend on several modifications of legacy code or the development of new simu-
lator codes [9]. In the case of non-intrusive methods, data-driven model reduction has
been the choice in material balance-type modeling such as the capacitance-resistance
model (CRM) [114], application of artificial intelligence and neural networks [83], net-
work flow model [76], and dynamic mode decomposition techniques [50, 51]. These
models are simple, easily implementable and computationally much faster than orig-
inal simulation models. However, they are mainly mathematical models and are not
based on the underlying physics of the problem. Thus, a lot of trainings are required
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to get a suitable model, which may often times fail in forecasting the production [12].
The main focus of this work will be on intrusive schemes, whereby one will modify
the governing equations of the model to achieve a new system of equations with less
unknown parameters. These methods are still capable of capturing some of the
properties of the original model. Different MOR methods are compared in [64],
assuming reservoir simulation model both as linear and nonlinear system. These
techniques, derived from control theory, are proper orthogonal decomposition (POD),
balanced truncation, and subspace identification. It was shown that POD gave the
best approximation for reservoir simulation models. There are other methods based
on frequency domain e.g. Krylov subspace [14], however they are more applicable to
linear systems and also there is no error bound on the reduced model. Most of MOR
methods are projection based techniques, meaning that the high-dimensional state-
variables (i.e. oil pressures and water saturations in two-phase flow) are projected
into a much smaller subspace so that the input/output relationship is preserved with
certain accuracy [52].
In this work, POD is considered as a good candidate for MOR. POD is a mathe-
matical procedure that utilizes an orthogonal transformation to convert a given set
of observations of conceivably correlated variables into a set of variables that are
linearly independent and are referred to as basis [75]. These basis are the eigen-
vectors corresponding to the most significant eigenvalues of a covariance matrix. In
many cases the covariance matrix can be approximated by using a set of solutions at
different time steps, referred as snapshots [81, 111]. In other areas of research, POD
is referred to as principal component analysis (PCA) as well as discrete Karhunen-
Loeve (K-L) transformation. POD is the optimal solution to minimize the energy of
the error between the exact model and reduced one [112]. The computational cost
of generating the basis are low and its implementation is relatively easy. However,
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if the input control deviates too much from the training inputs, the reduced order
model may not provide an accurate results [97].
In order to apply POD to reservoir simulation, it is necessary to run the fine scale
model with a specific training schedule while saving the results at each time step,
and this is referred to as snapshot. These snapshots are used in the POD framework
for finding the basis of the reduced subspace and constructing a projection matrix.
This is usually referred to as offline stage. Consequently, with a new sets of input
parameters and schedule one can run the reduced order model instead of original
large scale one. This phase is usually called online stage.
In spite of being computationally simple and easily implementable, POD in non-
linear systems is not computationally very efficient. In linear systems the reduced
order model can be computed offline (all the matrices can be computed before simu-
lating the model). Thus, less number of states need to be solved online compared to
high dimensional model, and there is no need to project back to fine scale. However,
in nonlinear models the parameters are state dependent and usually the resulting
system matrices are varying. Also to evaluate the function properties, the reduced
state need to be projected back to fine scale in the online phase [55]. These nonlinear
functions are used to evaluate the fluid and rock properties at different pressure, sat-
uration [38]. This may result in a model that is computationally even more expensive
than the original model. The most important thing in this context is to approximate
a nonlinear function to avoid projecting back to large scale space. There are different
remedies to resolve this issue.
One of the approaches is Trajectory-Piecewise Linear (TPWL) [94, 56], which
is based on approximating the nonlinear functions by a weighted sum of linearized
models at several known trajectories derived from training inputs. When the input
parameters changes, the closest linearized model will be selected for simulation in-
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stead of the original high order nonlinear model. Even though this methodology has
shown to yield good approximation and also reduction of several orders of magnitude
in the size of the problem [22], there are still many nonlinear functions that may not
be approximated well by linearization. Thus, it might result in instability and wrong
solution if the new trajectory is not close to the linearization point. Also, several
state trajectories and Jacobian matrices need to be saved, which may take a lot of
disk space even for relatively small size problems.
Another approach is missing point estimation (MPE) [10], which is based upon
the theory of Gappy POD [39]. The key idea of MPE is to evaluate nonlinear terms
only at few points and therefore it is considerably faster than projecting back by
inner products and evaluation of the large scale. Moreover, it can be shown that
under mild conditions, this computational acceleration does not effect the accuracy
of results significantly. An optimal selection of points is done by minimize aliasing
effects in using only partial spatial points. It is shown in [10] that since this problem
is combinatorial optimization, one can solve a suboptimal problem based on greedy
algorithm, where a point that yields the lowest value of conditional number of φT φ
(where φ is the projection matrix) is added to the selected set of points, and the
process is repeated. In this way, the subset is constructed by choosing one point at a
time. The main application of MPE is in the context of linear time varying systems.
In this thesis, I used a discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) [27, 55],
a variant of empirical interpolation method (EIM), that is suitable for reducing the
dimension of systems of ordinary differential equations arising from finite difference
discretization of time dependent PDEs and/or parametrically dependent steady state
problems. This method approximates a nonlinear function by combining projection
with interpolation. DEIM is similar to MPE in the sense that both methods employ a
smaller set of spatial grid points for evaluating the nonlinear terms to avoid projecting
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back (L2 inner product) to large scale space and evaluate nonlinearities. However, the
fundamental procedures for selecting a set of spatial grid points are different. While
MPE focuses on reducing the number of equations and considers only a POD basis
for state variables, DEIM focuses on approximating each nonlinear term individually
and considers both POD basis for state variables and each nonlinear term [28].
DEIM is also similar to best point interpolation method (BPIM) [86] in the con-
text of selecting a subset of grid points and interpolate the nonlinear terms in the
rest of the points. However, they have different selection method. While the inter-
polation points in BPIM are determined from a least-squares minimization problem,
DEIM uses greedy algorithm to select the spatial grid points.
I considered the POD-DEIM for model reduction in porous media flow. Thus, the
nonlinear terms are approximated by some form of interpolation, and therefore great
reductions can be achieved in computational and the problem can be solved for all the
time steps in the reduced space. In this case, the nonlinearities are also approximated
based on interpolation of a POD-like basis obtained from the snapshots of nonlinear
terms. It is possible to reduce the size of reservoir model few orders of magnitude in
reservoir simulation and optimization by applying POD-DEIM [48]. Note that the
global MOR methods, e.g. POD-DEIM, and the local MOR ones, e.g. multi-scale,
can be combined to form global-local model reduction technique [48, 37]. However,
this approach is not discussed in this thesis and I only consider global MOR.
If a system exhibits dynamic results with a wide array of changes, however, many
of the POD and DEIM basis would be required to accurately approximate the state
of the system and nonlinear terms. An intervention or solution to this is to search
for not only one global subspace, but also multiple local basis and subspaces to
capture particular dynamics [89]. With localization in perspective, the dimension of
the reduced space could be decreased even further and in return the computational
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cost can be brought down.
In localized MOR, rather than just one global reduced subspace, multiple local
subspaces are constructed for the reduced system. The main idea is, in the offline
stage,to divide the snapshots into different subgroups and apply POD to each domain
to obtain local POD basis. This will require less number of basis for each region
compared to global POD basis. This will also give us a better approximation of
the solution trajectory in each subdomain, because more representative basis will
be used. In the online stage, based on the state of system at each time step the
proper subspace that has the best approximation will be selected. The localization
idea was introduced for POD method in [6] and for DEIM in [89]. The localization
is conducted based on machine learning techniques and using efficient classification
algorithm [68]. We extend this approach to POD and introduced localized POD
(LPOD). The LPOD as well as localized DEIM (LDEIM) is applied to reduce the
computational cost of porous media flow simulation.
There are different techniques to split the solution snapshots space into different
regions. In most of these methods, the domain is split into subdomains recursively
[34], but this method might results in a large number of subdomains in practice. The
unsupervised learning methods was proposed in [6] that can results in unstable clus-
tering behavior if the clustering method and its parameters are not carefully chosen
[113]. Furthermore, the given procedure requires precomputing auxiliary quantities
to ensure an online selection procedure that is independent of the dimension of the
original system; however, the number of these auxiliary quantities, which are com-
puted in the offline phase, scales cubically with the number of clusters. This can
be an issue especially in optimization workflow, where one updates basis of reduced
model periodically to obtain more stable and accurate solution.
Here, I use machine learning as suggested in [89] to classify the snapshots into
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different clusters and for each cluster a local reduced-order model is constructed .
A local reduced-order model is then selected with respect to the current state of
the system. I also propose modified algorithm for localized POD that only uses few
number of indexes for declassification in the online phase to find the correspond-
ing cluster. This also reduces the storage required for the auxiliary parameters. I
applied localized POD (LPOD) as well as localized DEIM (LDEIM) to reduce the
computational cost of porous media flow simulation [47].
Additionally, for nonlinear systems with analytical function of state and input
under small perturbation inputs, the input-output response can be approximated
closely by Volterra series [99]. This family of nonlinear systems are referred to as
weekly nonlinear systems. One can use the first terms in this series and end up with a
linear model. Even though the resulted linear model is simple, in many applications
it is not sufficient to describe the behavior of physical processes. Thus, the bilinear
systems are established to adequately describe practical processes and provide deeper
insight into the properties of the original systems.
Bilinear systems are a special class of nonlinear systems that are linear in input
and linear in state but not jointly linear in state and input. This type of systems
arises as natural models for a variety of physical and biomedical processes, e.g. the
modeling of nonlinear RC circuits, and micro electromechanical systems (MEMS)
[15]. The study of such systems goes back to early 1970s [72, 84].
The first step into the bilinear model reduction framework is to reformulate the
problem based on Volterra’s series expansion of nonlinear terms and to find the
system matrices to be used into the reduction algorithm. Modeling the problem in
bilinear form will primarily increase the number of states. Although this might seems
counter intuitive, increasing the size of the system before applying model reduction
can help us find better basis and reduced subspace. However, the size of the problem
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in bilinear form based on Volterra’s series increases quadratically. Thus, these models
usually have very large dimension, requiring an efficient model order reduction for
general applicability.
Generalized balanced truncation has been applied for bilinear model reduction
[19]. These methods give satisfying reduced model, but have the computational
challenges in finding projection matrices as in the linear case. Recently two new ap-
proaches for MOR of bilinear systems have been proposed in [42] based on interpola-
tion methods, optimal H2 MOR applying multi-point interpolation, and constructing
bilinear system realization from sampled data.
An alternative approach is to reformulate the problem as a quadratically bilinear
system. There is no Taylor expansion or approximation in converting original model
to this form of systems [58]. Most of the systems with nonlinear terms can be con-
verted into this form by defining a new state and some algebraic equation. Thus,
usually the nonlinear ODE will be modified and results in a quadratical differential
algebraic equation. As there is no approximation in the quadratic bilinear systems,
it captures the dynamic of the original nonlinear system accurately. Also, this for-
mulation allows certain properties of the original models to be preserved even in the
reduced order models, such as stability [17].
In this thesis, first bilinear iterative rational Krylov algorithm (BIRKA), as pro-
posed in [17], is applied successfully to bilinear model reduction of single phase flow
[46]. In Krylov method the basis are generated to approximate a large scale model
around specified frequencies. These basis are applied to project the high dimensional
state of the model to a lower one. Krylov subspace preserve stability and passivity
of the system. However, the main drawback of this approach is that there is no
guaranteed on the error bound [57]. I also reformulate the two-phase flow models to
quadratic bilinear system and compare it with the bilinear form based on Volterra’s
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series expansion [54]. It will be shown that this method can be generalized for differ-
ent nonlinear terms as well, and it can be applied it to large heterogeneous reservoir
models.
1.3.2 Production Optimization
It is important to produce the existing oil and gas reservoir efficiently. To achieve
this goal many optimization workflows can be considered based on certain type of
functional to be maximized/minimized, for example sweeping efficiency, maximizing
net present value (NPV), and cumulative oil production among others. The pro-
duction optimization problem addresses these challenges as a sequences of control
inputs. This optimization is performed on a simulation model that captures the
physics of the real reservoir. Our main focus here is on water flooding optimization,
determining fluid injection rates and production targets.
The optimized well controls can be determined iteratively as shown in Fig. 1.3
applying gradient based method. The control parameters are updated iteratively in
the negative direction of the gradient of the cost function until the optimal values
are found (at which the gradient is close to zero).
The gradient of the objective function with respect to input parameters can be
computed either numerically or by solving adjoint equations [20]. The numerical
gradient is calculated by perturbing each control input. Although this approach
is easily applicable to any existing simulator, it is not efficient for a problem with
large number of control inputs. The total number of simulation model runs required
is as many as number of control inputs plus one [22]. Thus, in a problem with
large number of control parameters, it is more efficient to use adjoint formulation for
computing gradient.
In gradient based optimization, adjoint methods are widely used for calculating
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Figure 1.3: Optimization framework
the gradient in problems with large number of variable parameters. The first step is to
solve the forward model, e.g. reservoir simulator, for all time steps with given initial
conditions and control inputs. At this stage all the dynamic states, e.g. pressure
and saturation as well as Jacobians should be stored for all the time steps. The cost
function will be evaluated with results of the forward model simulation.
Next, the adjoint model can be solved using the stored states to calculated the
Lagrange multipliers. The gradients will be calculated using the Lagrange multipliers
and forward model results as explained in [103, 105]. The gradient will be used to
update the control input. This process should be repeated until the gradient is
sufficiently close to zero.
Water flooding optimization problem has been primarily considered in [33]. They
proposed adjoint based gradient to solve the problem and also applied POD model
reduction on both forward and adjoint model to reduce the computational time. They
applied this method to a relatively small problem (45x45) with many input controls
(2x45). Even though their approach found the maximum NPV, they observed modest
speedup. The main reason is that to evaluate fluid and rock properties, it is required
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to have the pressure and saturation in the fine scale at each iteration.
The production optimization under nonlinear constraints was considered in [104].
They formulated the problem as constrained nonlinear programing (NLP) and solved
it based on penalty functions.They proposed to find an approximate feasible direction
and then projecting in onto active constraints and solving them during the forward
model evaluation. The production optimization (without nonlinear constraints) were
solved based application of POD-TPWL model reduction technique in [22]. However,
they used perturbation method for calculating the gradient because the adjoint model
was not implemented in their simulator. Also, after the initial training the reduced
model would be used for the entire optimization with updating the basis or the
reduced model. This can be problematic in an optimization problems where the
solution is far from the initial training schedule.
For systematic retraining of reduced model during production optimization, [108]
used trust-region methodology. They also applied POD-DEIM model reduction to ac-
celerate the production optimization. [63] solved the production optimization based
on a gradient free method (pattern search), however this approach usually needs
extensive number of iterations to find the optimal solution.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, primarily I review the underlying partial differential equations
describing the flow in subsurface porous media and discuss different possible methods
to discretize these equations and solve them efficiently. Next, the POD-DEIM as
well as localized POD-DEIM model reduction will be applied to porous media flow
and it will be verified in some examples and case studies. This chapter will be
followed by introducing bilinear systems and quadratic bilinear formulation. These
two methods will be compared and it will be shown how quadratic bilinear form can
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be used to reformulate two phase flow. The model reduction will also be applied to
reduce the size of the problem. Then, the model order reduction in the context of
optimization will be considered and a case study of water flooding optimization on an
offshore reservoir model will be presented. Ultimately, this thesis will be concluded
by overview of results and future work in the last chapter.
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2. RESERVOIR SIMULATION
The flow in porous media can be described by a set of partial differential equations
representing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy as a function of pressure,
temperature, and saturation/fraction of each phase/component [13]. In this chapter,
I summarize the underlying partial differential equations related to porous media
flow simulation. In particular, two-phase oil-water reservoirs will be briefly discussed.
This type of reservoirs is usually common in water flooding cases, where the pressure
support is provided by injecting water into reservoir. It is assumed that the reservoir
is above bubble point and the oil component is only in the liquid phase.
2.1 An Incompressible Two-Phase Flow Model
The two-phase flow is considered in a reservoir domain (denoted by Ω) under the
assumption that the displacement is dominated by viscous effects; i.e., we neglect
gravity, compressibility, and capillary pressure. The two phases are water and oil,
and they are assumed to be immiscible. We write Darcy’s law for each phase as
follows:
ul = −krl(s)
µl
K∇p, (2.1)
where ul is the phase velocity, K is the permeability tensor, krl is the relative per-
meability to phase l (l = o, w), s is the water saturation (we use s instead of sw for
simplicity) and p is pressure. Throughout this thesis, we will assume that a single
set of relative permeability curves is used. Combining Darcy’s law with a statement
of conservation of mass allows us to express the governing equations in terms of the
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so-called pressure and saturation equations:
−∇ · (λ(s)K∇p) = qw + qo in Ω, (2.2)
φ
∂s
∂t
+∇ · (fw(s)u) = qw
ρw
in Ω. (2.3)
u · n = 0 on ∂Ω : no flow at boundary (2.4)
s(t = 0) = s0 in Ω : initial known saturation. (2.5)
where φ is the porosity, u = uw + uo is the total velocity. Moreover, qw and qo
are volumetric source terms for water and oil and λ is the total mobility defined as,
λ(s) = λw(s) + λo(s) =
krw(s)
µw
+
kro(s)
µo
, (2.6)
fw(s) is the fractional flow function,
fw(s) =
λw(s)
λ(s)
=
krw(s)
krw(s) +
µw
µo
kro(s)
. (2.7)
The above descriptions are referred to as the fine or high fidelity model of the two-
phase flow problem. The Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are nearly elliptic, see [1], and I follow
the sequential formulation. Thus, one solves for pressure first and then use the result
to solve for saturation at each time step.
2.1.1 Pressure Equation: Mixed Formulation
The pressure equation is solved based on mixed finite element method (FEM)
[43]. By introducing the flux variable u = −λ(s)K∇p, we get the following first-
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order system
(λ(s)K)−1u+∇p = 0,
∇ · u = q.
(2.8)
To drive the mixed FEM, we primarily define the following Sobolev space with
imposing no flow at the boundary,
H1,div0 = {u ∈ (L2(Ω)) : ∇ · u ∈ L2(Ω) andu · n = 0}. (2.9)
The mixed formulation of Eq. (2.8) is to find (p, u) ∈ L2(Ω)×H1,div0 (Ω) such that,
((λK)−1u, v) + (∇p, v) = 0 ∀v ∈ H1,div0 (Ω)
(∇ · u, l) = (q, l) ∀l ∈ L2(Ω)
(2.10)
where (·, ·) is the L2 inner product. To make this system of equation well posed, one
should add an extra constraint, e.g.
∫
Ω
p dx = 0.
In a mixed FEM discretization we replace the pressure and velocity solution space
(L2(Ω) and H1,div0 ) by finite dimensional subspaces that typically consists of low order
piecewise polynomials (triangles, quadrilateral,etc). For further discussion one can
refer to [1]. Defining the finite element spaces Q and V ,
Q = {p ∈ L2(Ω) : p|Ωi is constant ∀Ωi ∈ Ω}
V = {v ∈ H1,div0 (Ω) : v|Ωi have linear components ∀Ωi ∈ Ω,
(v · nij)|γij is constant ∀ γij ∈ Ω, and v · nij is continuous across γij}
(2.11)
where nij is the unit normal to γij pointing from Ωi to Ωj. The corresponding
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Raviart-Thomas mixed FEM is to find (p, u) ∈ Q× V such that
∫
Ω
(λ(s)K)−1u · v dx −
∫
Ω
p∇ · v dx = 0, (2.12)∫
Ω
(∇ · u) l dx =
∫
Ω
q l dx, (2.13)
for all v ∈ V and l ∈ Q. After discretization and writing p = ∑Ωm pm φm and
v =
∑
γij
vijψij, where φm ∈ Q,ψij ∈ V are the basis functions; the system of
equations (2.12) takes the form,
 B(λ(s)) −CT
C 0

 u
p
 =
 0
g
 (2.14)
where B = [bij,kl] and C = [cm,ij] defined as,
bij,kl =
∫
Ω
(λ(s)K)−1ψij · ψkl dx, cm,ij =
∫
Ωm
∇ · (ψij)dx (2.15)
and g results from the sink/source terms. Here, we keep the same notations for
discrete and continuous variables for simplicity.
2.1.2 Saturation Equation
Generally, an implicit time (backward Euler) discretization will be followed to
solve for saturation profile, while a mass conservative finite volume is used for the
spatial derivative discretization. Consider a cell Ωi with edges γij and associated
normal vectors nij pointing out of Ωi, the saturation Eq. (2.3) will be discretized as,
sn+1i = s
n
i +
∆t
|Ωi|
(
q+ −
∑
j
Fij(s
n+1)uij + fw(s
n+1
i )q
−
)
. (2.16)
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where sni is the cell-average of the water saturation at time t = tn, q
+ = max(qi, 0)
and q− = min(qi, 0), uij is the total flux (for oil and water) over the edge γij between
the two adjacent cells and Fij is a numerical approximation of the flux over edge γij
defined as,
Fij ≈
∫
γij
(fij(s)uij) .nij dv. (2.17)
There are different schemes to evaluate the integrand in (2.17). It is common to use
first order approximation, known as upstream weighting, defined as,
fij(s) =

fw(si) if uij · nij ≥ 0;
fw(sj) if uij · nij < 0.
(2.18)
Note that in a sequential approach, first the pressure equation is solved on a fine
grid. Next, the saturation equation is solved implicitly. Note that the pressure
and velocity equations in (2.14) is linear system, whereas the saturation equation in
(2.16) is nonlinear system and can be solved for sn+1 by iterative methods such as
Newton-Raphson efficiently. The residual as a function of saturation is defined as
follows,
R(s) , s− sn − A(u) fw(s)− ∆t|Ω|q
+, (2.19)
where sn is the vector of cell-saturations at time instance tn and fw(s) is the vector of
fractional flow values including fw(si), A is a matrix implementing
∆t
|Ω| [−
∑
j Fij(s
n+1)uij+
fw(s
n+1
i )q
−] on a cell by cell basis. The derivative of Residual in (2.19) is called Ja-
cobian defined as,
J(s) , ∂R
∂s
= I− A f ′w(s). (2.20)
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where f ′w is the explicit derivative of fractional function with respect to saturation.
At each iteration of Newton method, the current state is updated as,
sk+1 = sk − α J(sk)−1 R(sk), (2.21)
and the iterations are stopped at each time step when the norm of the update or
Jacobian are smaller than a tolerance. Note that we can have an outer iteration loop
as well, meaning that after finding the saturation, one can repeat these steps for
the current time step until the changes in pressure is smaller than a small tolerance.
However, in this thesis we assumed that the time steps are small and there is no need
to have an outer iteration loop. The flowchart of sequential reservoir simulation for
fine scale models is shown in figure 2.1.
2.1.3 Boundary Conditions
In this thesis, it is assumed that there is no flow at the boundary of the reservoir.
Thus, the boundary conditions are only located at wells. In the pressure equation
(2.2) and saturation equation (2.3), q represents wells that are rate controlled, the
injector/producer or source/sink terms. The Peaceman equation [88] is used for the
wells that are pressure controlled as,
q = −λ (s)WI (p− pbhp) , (2.22)
where WI is the well index depending on the well-bore geometry and pbhp is the
bottom-hole pressure of a well.
In the next chapter, our goal is to present a reduced-order model for both pressure
and saturation equations and reduce the computational runtime.
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 No 
Convergence 
Schedule 
Initialize Model 
Initial guess for s𝑛  
Updated properties  
Compute Residual and Jacobian 
Solve   𝐽Δ𝑥 = 𝑅 
s𝑘+1 = s𝑘 + Δ𝑥 
Final Time   
Compute new 
time step 
End 
No 
Solve pressure (FV/Mixed FE) 
 
𝑠𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑘+1 
Figure 2.1: Flowchart of sequential solver in reservoir simulation.
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3. REDUCED ORDER MODELING PROCEDURE∗
Model order reduction has been shown to be a viable way of mitigating the
large-scale nature of the simulation models and accelerate the computations and
optimizations in subsurface applications [64]. It also facilitates the possibility of
near real-time analysis [80, 53]. The goal is to represent a system with a minimum
number of necessary parameters. Generally, one seeks linear and/or nonlinear models
that approximate the full-order system with certain accuracy so that they preserve
some of the properties of the original system and be computational more efficient to
run. Note that the complexity of a model is generally represented by the number of
states of the large scale model, which can be translated into the number of gridblocks
after discretization of PDE equations.
There are various techniques for MOR depending on whether the model is linear
or nonlinear. Owing to the fact that reservoir simulation consists of solving a set of
nonlinear equations at every time step, I opted to focus on MOR that is applicable to
this type of systems. One of the well-established MOR methods is proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD). POD is arguably one of the most efficient methodologies used
in model order reduction context [64]. This is because of its computational simplicity,
ease of implementation and good approximation
3.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
POD is a mathematical procedure that utilizes an orthogonal transformation to
convert a given set of observations of conceivably correlated variables into a set of
variables that are linearly independent and are referred to as basis. This method is
∗Part of this section is reprinted with permission from ”Fast Multiscale Reservoir Simulations
Using POD-DEIM Model Reduction” by M. Ghasemi, et al., 2015, SPE Reservoir Simulation
Symposium, Copyright[2015] SPE.
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extensively discussed in the literature (see [25, 78]), and I briefly mention some basic
concepts here.
POD is typically performed on the state solutions. The methodology is such that
one runs high fidelity model with training inputs and save the output/states at each
time step. The saved solution states are put next to each other as,
Sx = [x1, x2, · · · , xns] ∈ RN×ns (3.1)
where ns is the total number of snapshots, xi can represent pressure, saturation, or
other state solution at time instance i and the states are vectorized and stacked in a
matrix S (referred as the matrix of snapshots), N is the total number of grid-blocks.
The goal is to find a set of basis to re-parametrize the state of the system. In POD,
one finds an orthonormal {φi}ri=1 basis such that
minφi
ns∑
j
∥∥∥∥∥xj −
r∑
i
(
xTj φi
)
φi
∥∥∥∥∥ . (3.2)
It can be shown (see [111]) that the solution of this minimization problem is found
by applying singular value decomposition (svd) to the snapshots matrix,
Sx = V Λ W T (3.3)
where matrices V and W are left and right projection matrices and Λ is a matrix
containing the singular values. The projection matrix φ ∈ RN×r can be obtained by
selecting the first r columns of the matrix V .
We denote the snapshots of the pressure, the velocity, and and saturation by
Sp, Su, Ss, respectively. After applying a singular value decomposition on these
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matrices, we select the projection matrix by indicating the fraction of total energy
to be captured. The fractional energy is defined as,
E =
∑r
i=1 σi∑ns
i=1 σi
(3.4)
where σi is the ith diagonal element of matrix Λ. The number of basis selected
such that the captured energy is 0.9 < E < 1 (see discussions in [111] for selecting
modes). After obtaining the projection matrix, the pressure, velocity and saturation
are projected into reduced subspace as,
p = Φp pr, u = Φu ur, s = Φs sr (3.5)
Computational savings achieved by POD-Galerkin depend on several factors and
in particular nonlinear function evaluations can pose a challenge and significantly
affect the speed-up that might be gained by using POD [93]. There are different
approaches to reduce the complexity of nonlinear terms. One can sub-sample non-
linear terms in specific components and reconstruct the rest of the terms by gappy
POD [11]. The Gauss-Newon method with approximated tensors (GNAT) is an-
other technique to represent the nonlinear term with sparse sampling [23]. We apply
DEIM, which constructs a separate subspace for nonlinear terms, selects interpola-
tion points via a greedy strategy, and then combines the interpolation and projection
to approximate the nonlinear terms in the subspace.
3.2 Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method
Discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) is a modification of POD that
reduced the computational complexity of evaluating nonlinear terms. This method
is a simplified description of empirical interpolation method (EIM) [16]. DEIM ap-
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proximates a nonlinear function by combining projection and interpolation. This
method is similar to missing point estimation (MPE) [11] in the sense that both
methods employ few selected gridblocks to avoid the expensive fine scale nonlinear
function evaluation at each time step. However, the gridblocks are selected differ-
ently in these two methods. DEIM approximates each nonlinear function so that the
complexity of evaluating nonlinear terms becomes proportional to the small number
of selected gridblocks, whereas MPE focusing on reducing the number of equations.
Therefore, MPE considers POD basis only for state variables, but DEIM procedure
considered POD basis for both state variables and the nonlinear terms. DEIM is
reviewed briefly in this section, and one can refer to [26] for further explanation.
Let f(τ) ∈ Rn denotes a nonlinear function where τ refers to time t or any control
parameter µ. We approximate the function f by projecting it into a subspace spanned
by the basis functions U = (u1, · · · , um) ∈ Rn×m as
f(τ) ≈ U c(τ) (3.6)
The basis functions are calculated similar to POD. To compute the coefficient vector
c, we need to define a selection matrix as,
P = [e℘1 , · · · , e℘m ] ∈ Rn×m
where e℘i = [0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0]T ∈ Rn is the ℘thi column of the identity matrix
In ∈ Rn×n for i = 1, · · · ,m. Multiplying (3.6) by PT and assuming that the matrix
PTU is nonsingular, we obtain
f(τ) ≈ U c(τ) = U (PTU)−1PTf(τ). (3.7)
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DEIM approximate the nonlinear function f in (3.7) with a single subspace of dimen-
sion m spanned by columns of projection matrix U and will reduce the computational
runtime.
To summarize, the approximation of the nonlinear function f(τ), as given by
(3.7), requires the followings:
• Computation of the projection basis U
• Identification of the indices {℘1, · · · , ℘m}
To determine the projection basis U, we assemble the function evaluations in a
matrix Sf ∈ Rn×ns and employ the singular value decomposition (svd) to compute
the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) modes. These modes are used as the
projection basis in the approximation given by (3.6). As for the interpolation indices
{℘1, · · · , ℘m}, they are selected using greedy algorithm as given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) procedure [26]
1: procedure DEIM(U = (u1, · · · , um) ∈ Rn×m)
2: [| ρ |, ℘1] = max{| u1 |}
3: U = (u1), P = (eρ1)
4: for ` = 2, · · · ,m do
5: (PTU)c = PTu`
6: r = u` − Uc
7: [| ρ |, ℘`] = max{| r |}
8: U← (U u`), P← (P eρ`)
9: end for
10: return −→℘ = (℘1, · · · , ℘m)T
11: end procedure
A set of indices are constructed inductively on the nonlinear function basis in
DEIM procedure as outline in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the first interpolation
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Type of System Total Complexity
Fine Scale (sparse) O(n2)
POD O(r3 + nr2)
POD-DEIM O(r3 +mr2)
Table 3.1: Comparing computational complexity of different models, n: number of
gridblocks, r: number of POD basis, and m: number of DEIM basis.
point (gridblock) is selected form the entries of the first input basis, u1 with largest
magnitude. The remaining gridblocks are selected such that each of them corresponds
to the index of the largest value in the residual r = u` − Uc. Note that linear
independence of input basis gurantees that in each iteration the residual is nonzero
vector, and thus PTU is nonsingular and DEIM is well defined.
The POD-DEIM procedure can be summarized as follow,
1. Run the fine scale model with training schedules (variation of inputs in their
possible range) and save the pressure, saturation and the nonlinear terms at
each time step
2. Select the appropriate number of basis based on svd to capture the necessary
energy of each variable
3. Apply deim function as explained in Algorithm 1 to basis matrix of nonlinear
functions to select grid points based on the greedy algorithm
4. Approximate all the nonlinear functions in a formulation with DEIM
The complexity of the fine scale model and reduced model based on POD and POD-
DEIM are compared in the Table 3.1.
In reservoir simulation the rock and fluid properties are nonlinear functions of
pressure or saturation. Also, depending on the problem formulation, one may deal
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with mobility or fractional flow functions as nonlinear terms of pressure and satu-
ration. Evaluating these functions (and also their derivatives) at all gridblocks is
computationally expensive. Specifically in the case of applying POD, it requires pro-
jecting back to fine scale model at each iteration. In this case, one can employ DEIM
procedure to reduced the computational cost corresponding to these nonlinear terms.
Since this concept will be important later on, we will study a simple example
which underscores the main idea. In the following example, we apply DEIM to
evaluate a nonlinear function at very few gridblocks and find this property at the
rest of the grid points by interpolation.
3.2.1 Numerical Example: Application of DEIM on Mobility Function
In this example, the mobility function is considered as a nonlinear function to
demonstrate the application of DEIM for reservoir simulation. It is assumed that
the fluid is slightly compressible, and the mobility function is defined as,
λl =
krl (Sw)
µl (P )Bl (P )
(3.8)
A 5-spot two-phase flow (oil-water) reservoir model in two dimensions is consid-
ered. It is assumed that the reservoir is under water flooding recovery process. The
fluid properties are shown in Table 3.2 and the relative permeability are depicted in
Figure 3.1b. The reservoir is 450x450x10 meters with a constant porosity of 0.2 and
heterogeneous permeability as shown in Figure 3.1a. This reservoir is discretized by
the finite volume method using Cartesian grid of size 45x45x1. The producers are
controlled by constant bottom hole pressure of 2900 [psi] and the injection rate is
constant 900 [bbl/d]. The initial water saturation and pressure are assumed to be
0.1 and 3000 psia respectively. The capillary pressure and gravity are neglected.
In order to apply POD-DEIM method, the reservoir model was simulated using
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a fully implicit two phase flow simulator developed in MATLAB [82]. The model
was run for 1100 days and the snapshots of pressures, water saturations, and the
nonlinear residual terms were saved every 10 days. In all cases, we worked with
separated snapshot matrices for the water and oil equations.
The singular values of pressure and saturation, shown in Figure 3.2, reveal that
most of the energy of the system can be captured in few dominant modes and the
fine scale model can be projected into a reduced space of low dimension. Also the
first four dominant pressure and saturation basis are shown in Figure 3.3 to illustrate
that they capture the pressure and saturation distribution.
Similar to POD, the basis and the corresponding singular values of the nonlinear
function snapshots are found by svd . The singular values of oil and water mobil-
ity functions have the same trend as pressure and saturation singular values. The
first four dominant basis are shown in Figure 3.4 illustrating that they capture the
mobility distribution.
After selecting first 20 basis, the selection matrix was found based on DEIM
algorithm. The selected gridblocks are shown in Figure 3.5a. The results of DEIM
and exact nonlinear function evaluation are also compared in Figure 3.5b for one
time instance revealing that the error in interpolation is in the order of O(10−5).
Other properties that are nonlinear functions of states can be interpolated in the
same manner.
3.3 Global Model Order Reduction for Pressure Equation
After running the training schedule and saving Sp, Su and Ss; using svd yields
POD basis matrices Φu ∈ RNu×ru and Φp ∈ RN×rp and Φs ∈ RN×rs with ru  Nu
and rp  N and rs  N . Through Galerkin projection onto the subspace spanned
by POD basis and substituting the new defined variables in (3.5) into (2.14), one
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Symbol Value Unit
φ 0.2 [-]
Bo 1.012-0.955 [rbl/stb]
Bw 1 [rbl/stb]
co 1e-5 [1/psi]
cw 3e-6 [1/psi]
µo 1 [cp]
µw 1.17-0.89 [cp]
Table 3.2: Rock and fluid properties
(a) Permeability distribution
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(b) Relative permeability
Figure 3.1: Inverted 5 spot water flooding pattern
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Figure 3.2: Singular values of pressure and saturation snapshots
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(a) pressure basis (b) saturation basis
Figure 3.3: First four dominant POD basis
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(a) Singular values of the snapshots of mobility (b) Four dominent DEIM basis of λo(Sw, Po)
Figure 3.4: First four dominant DEIM basis
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(a) Selected gridblocks (b) Error between the exact and DEIM mobility
Figure 3.5: Application of DEIM on oil mobility
gets the reduced pressure equation as,
ΦTuBΦu −ΦTuCTΦp
ΦTpCΦu 0

ur
pr
 =
 0
ΦTp g
 .
Note that the matrix B is of the form (2.15), which is a nonlinear function of sat-
uration. Our goal is to solve the problem in a reduced space through the entire
simulation time, and avoid projecting back to fine scale solution. Thus, one need
to use an approximation for the mass matrix. Here, we apply DEIM method to
approximate the nonlinear function as it will be explained. The nonlinear function
fλ(s) = (λ(s)K)
−1 is projected onto a smaller subspace, i.e.
fλ(s) ≈
m∑
l=1
cl Ul = Uλ (P
T
λUλ)
−1PTλfλ(Φssr), (3.9)
where m is the number of DEIM basis for approximating this nonlinear function,
and sr is the saturation the reduced space (of size rs  Ns). Substituting (3.9) in
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the definition of matrix B in (2.15), we get
∫
Ω
fλ(s)ψiψjdx =
m∑
l=1
cl
∫
Ω
Ulψiψjdx, (3.10)
Most of the matrices in Eqs (3.9) and (3.10), e.g. Uλ(P
T
λUλ)
−1, PTλΦs, and
Ml =
∫
Ω
Ulψiψjdx, l = 1, . . . ,m (3.11)
can be precomputed in the offline stage. In the online stage, we only need to find
the coefficients and do the summation
M =
m∑
l=1
clMl. (3.12)
3.4 Global Model Order Reduction for Saturation Equation
To employ POD-DEIM, one needs to substitute the reduced saturation from
equation (3.5) into equation (2.3). By applying POD to the saturation equation, the
residual becomes an overdetermined system of reduced saturation state. This system
of equations can be changed into determined by projecting it into a reduced space
as,
Rr(sr) , ΦTsWJ −1R(Φssr, sn, un+1) (3.13)
Certain properties of this system can be preserved by selecting a proper W . Two
common ones are Gakerkin projection and Petrov-Galerkin projection, where W = J
and W = J TJ respectively. In this thesis, we only consider Galerkin projection as
it has shown to yield a good performance. Thus, the reduced residual is defined as,
Rr(sr) , ΦsTR(Φssr, sn, un+1) (3.14)
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This equation can be expanded as,
Rr(sn+1r ) , sn+1r − snr − (Φs)T
(
A fw(Φs s
n+1
r ) +
∆t
|Ω|q
+
)
(3.15)
Next, one can apply DEIM as it was explained in the previous section to the
fractional flow function fw(s) for projecting it to a lower dimensional subspace. Thus,
instead of evaluating this nonlinear term at fine scale, it will be calculated at a
reduced subspace and interpolated for the rest of the grid points, i.e.
fw(s) ≈ Uw (PTwUw)−1PTwfw(Φssr) (3.16)
Substituting Eq (3.16) into (3.15) results in,
ΦTs Afw(s) = Φ
T
s AUw
(
PTwUw
)−1
fw
(
PTwΦssr
)
(3.17)
Here ΦTs AUw
(
PTwUw
)−1 ∈ Rrs×mf , and PTwΦs ∈ Rmf×rs can be precomputed in
offline stage; rs is the number of POD basis for saturation, mf is the number of
DEIM points for flux.
One can also calculate the corresponding Jacobian of the reduced residual defined
in (3.14) as,
Jr , ∂Rr
∂sr
= Φs
T ∂R
∂sr
= ΦT
∂R
∂s
∂s
∂sr
= Φs
TJΦs (3.18)
Substituting the definition of fine scale Jacobian from equation (2.20) into (3.18)
results in,
Jr , ∂Rr
∂sr
= Irs − ΦTs AUw
(
PTwUw
)−1
f ′w
(
PTwΦssr
)
(3.19)
Newton-Raphson iterations are used to solve for the reduced saturation at each
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time instance as following,
sk+1r = s
k
r − α Jr(sk)−1 Rr(sk), (3.20)
Thus, at each time step the saturation will be solved in the reduced space without
the need to project back to the fine scale as shown in the POD-DEIM flowchart for
saturation equation in Figure 3.6.
Note that the matrix A is derived from upwind indices and depends on the veloc-
ity. Thus, one needs to address the updating of upwinding matrix during simulation.
One approach is to project back to fine scale solution at each time step after the
pressure equation is solved, and update the upwinding matrix based on new velocity
solution. Other alternative method is to update the upwinding matrix based on re-
duced velocity vector, i.e. finding regions in the reduced subspace where the velocity
direction has changed using the reduced velocity and only updates those regions.
These issues are still open and will be left for future research.
In the following section, the POD-DEIM is verified in some numerical examples
to reduced the complexity of models and reduce the computational time.
3.5 Numerical Examples
In this section, some examples related to flow through porous media within POD-
DEIM framework will be discussed and the results are compared with high fidelity
solution to verify the applicability of this method.
3.5.1 POD-DEIM Basis Analysis
In this example, the relative error between reduced order model and the high
fidelity model is compared. A 5-spot two-phase flow (oil-water) reservoir model in
two dimensions is considered, with one injector in the center of the reservoir and four
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Figure 3.6: POD-DEIM flowchart on saturation equation.
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producers in the corners. The permeability of this model is the layer 10th of SPE10
comparative model [31], which has large heterogeneity as shown in Figure 3.7.
This reservoir is discretized using Cartesian grid of size 20ft×10ft×2ft. Overall
the reservoir model has 60× 220× 1 = 13200 active cells. The fluid viscosity ratio is
µw/µo = 0.1. The relative permeability is a quadratic function of saturation similar
to previous example. We assumed a constant porosity of 0.2 for entire model.
For the training schedule, the producers are controlled by bottom hole pressure
and the injector by injection rate as shown in Figure 3.8. Note that this amount of
injection was selected to assure one pore volume will be injected throughout simula-
tion time (1000 days). The initial water saturation and pressure are assumed to be
0.0 and 2500 psia respectively.
The computational time and the total number of nonlinear iterations for the fine
scale model is shown in Table 3.3. The number of POD and DEIM basis are varied
as it is shown in the Table 3.4. Note that all the cases were run using the snapshots
obtained from the Training schedule in Figure 3.8. This analysis indicates that the
pressure and saturation error decreases as the number of basis for them increases.
Note that by increasing the number of basis from one to two basis for pressure
equation the error in both pressure and saturation equation reduced significantly.
Also, the number of total iteration in reduced model is significantly less than the
high fidelity model because few number of unknowns is need to be solved for in the
reduced subspace. The speed-up is mainly in pressure equation, however on can see
that there is a reasonable reduction in computational time of saturation equation as
well.
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Figure 3.7: Permeability, layer 10th of SPE10
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Figure 3.8: Training schedule of example 3.5.1
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3.5.2 Case Study: 5 Layers of SPE10
In this section we apply the model reduction methodologies for a two-phase flow
(oil-water) reservoir model under the water flooding recovery process with the struc-
ture of a 5-spot. An injector is in the center of the reservoir and four producers
are in the corners. It is also assumed that all of them are perforated only at the
bottom layer. The reservoir is SPE10 comparative model [31] (five layers of 10th-
14th). This model is synthetic but can be representative of a real reservoir with large
heterogeneity as shown in Figure 3.9.
This reservoir is discretized using Cartesian grid of size 20ft×10ft×2ft. Overall
the reservoir model has 60 × 220 × 5 = 66000 active cells. The fluid viscosity ratio
is µw/µo = 0.1. The relative permeability curves are quadratic as depicted in
Figure 3.1b. We assumed a constant porosity of 0.2 for entire model.
For the training schedule, the producers are controlled by bottom hole pressure
and the injector by injection rate as shown in Fig. 3.10. Note that this amount of
injection was selected to assure one pore volume will be injected throughout simula-
tion time (1000 days). The initial water saturation and pressure are assumed to be
0.0 and 2500 psia respectively.
In order to apply the POD-DEIM methods, the reservoir was simulated for 1000
days and the snapshots of pressure (Po), velocity (Vel), water saturation (Sw) and
fractional flow of water (fw) were saved every 10 days. Thus, there are 100 snapshots
for each variables. Each snapshot is reshaped to a column vector and is stacked in
a snapshot matrix. After applying svd to each matrix, one can find the basis as
explained in previous sections. The singular values of the snapshot matrices are
shown in Figure 3.11a and 3.11b. These figures reveal that there is a faster decay in
the singular values for the pressure and velocity compared to saturation and fractional
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function. Thus, more basis for saturation and nonlinear terms are needed to capture
its dynamic behavior and in turn to yield small error.
The selection criteria here was to capture at least 99% of the energy of snapshots.
The number of basis is compared for reduced model to the original fine scale one in
Table 3.5. It is obvious that several orders of magnitude in model order reduction
is attained in this example. The pressure equation runtime reduced more than 90
times and the saturation equation around 18 times. Overall the reduced model can
be run 77 times faster than the original fine scale one.
The relative error of saturation is calculated at the time ti as,
serr(ti) = ‖sred(ti)− sref (ti)‖2/‖sref (ti)‖2, ti ∈ [0 Tf ] (3.21)
where sred(ti) is the solution from model reduction, sref (ti) is the high fidelity so-
lution, and Tf is the final time. This error is less than 5% for both POD and
POD-DEIM approach in most of the simulation time as shown in Figure 3.13. This
indicates that in spite of interpolating the nonlinear term in POD-DEIM, the error
is still close to POD and overall the reduced model is a good approximation.
The final water saturation at the bottom layer and water cut for all the producers
after 1000 days of simulation is shown in Figure 3.12 and compared with fine scale
model. Figures 3.14b and 3.14a show the spatial relative error at the final time in
the pressure and saturation, respectively. The error in pressure is O(10−3), and in
saturation O(10−1). Note that the error is usually larger in the cells around injector
due high dynamical fluid flow.
We run the reduced model with a new test schedule as shown in Figure 3.15, to
make sure that the POD-DEIM model reduction is robust to input variation. This
schedule is obtained by ±20% random perturbation of the training schedule. Note
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Fine Scale POD-DEIM Final Relative Error
# pressure basis 66000 2 –
# velocity basis 183400 12 –
# saturation basis 66000 20 –
# fractional flow basis 66000 25 –
pressure Eq. elapsed time (s) 8309 91.8 0.01
saturation Eq. elapsed time (s) 315 17.5 0.05
total simulation elapsed time (s) 8627 112 –
speed-up – 77 –
Table 3.5: Compare fine and reduced scale model
that the basis of the reduced model are not updated and we used the same basis
obtained from training snapshots.
The final water saturation at the bottom layer and water cut for all the producers
after 1000 days of simulation with the test schedule are shown in Figure 3.16 and
compared with fine scale model. Figures 3.18b and 3.18a show the spatial relative
error at the final time in the pressure and saturation, respectively. The error in
pressure is still O(10−3), and in saturation O(10−1). Note that even though the
error is around 0.1 in some of the cells around injector due high dynamical fluid flow,
the average saturation error is smaller than 5% for most of the simulation time as
shown in Figure 3.17.
In the next section, the mixed FEM will be compared with finite volume regarding
the discretization of pressure equation. In particular, the mass conservation and the
number of basis required to capture the nonlinear dynamic will be discussed.
3.6 Mass Conservation in POD with Finite Volume Discretization
Because POD is a Galerkin projection, it will not necessarily honor mass con-
servation property. If we assume that the snapshots ηi are obtained with saturation
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Figure 3.9: Permeability, SPE10 - 5 layers (10th-14th)
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Figure 3.10: Training schedule of example 3.5.2
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Figure 3.11: Singular values of snapshot matrix
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Figure 3.12: Final water saturation and water cut for reduced (solid) and high fidelity
(dashed) model for both POD and POD-DEIM approaches under Training Schedule
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Figure 3.13: Temporal saturation error calculated based on Eq. 3.21 for the training
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Figure 3.14: Final relative error for the training schedule
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Figure 3.15: Test schedule obtained by ±20% random variation in training
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Figure 3.16: Final water saturation and water cut for reduced (solid) and high fidelity
(dashed) model for both POD and POD-DEIM approaches for the test schedule
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Figure 3.17: Temporal saturation error for the test schedule
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Figure 3.18: Final relative error for the test schedule
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fields si, then the mass conservation holds if one of the snapshots, ηl, coincides with
the current solution; however even if the projection error is zero, i.e., the solution at
the current time can be exactly represented by pressure snapshots, p =
∑
i diηi, for
some di, it does not guarantee that the current solution will be mass conservative.
One way to achieve a mass conservation is using an auxiliary variable, velocity
field. By constructing POD basis functions for the velocity field, we can guarantee
that the velocity field is conservative because it consists of a linear combination of
velocity basis functions [48]. This allows us to achieve higher degree of reduction, as
it is demonstrated in the following example.
3.6.1 Example
In this example, the reservoir model is a two-phase flow (oil-water) model under
the water flooding recovery process with the structure of a 5-spot. The reservoir
model is discretized using Cartesian grid of size 10ft × 10ft × 10ft. Overall the
reservoir model has 45×45×1 = 2025 active cells. The permeability of the reservoir
is 10 (md) homogeneous and the porosity is 0.2. The relative permeability curves is
quadratic as shown in Figure 3.1b.
All the producers have constant bottom hole pressure at 2500 (psia). For training
input, the injector bottom hole pressure is 3750 (psia). The reservoir model was sim-
ulated for 1000 days and the snapshots of the nonlinear fractional function was saved
every 10 days. After applying svd on the snapshot matrices, the pressure and satura-
tion basis are obtained. We selected 13 pressure basis to preserve 0.9999 energy and
13 basis for saturation to preserve 0.99 of its energy. These basis used to construct
the projection matrices to project fine scale states to the reduced subspaces. When
the reduced model was run with the same exact input and boundary conditions,
the error was small and the results were close to fine scale solution. However, the
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reduced models are used in frameworks with different inputs other than training one.
Thus, we perturbed the bottom hole pressure of the injector as ±5%, as shown in
Figure 3.19. Although, this is a small perturbation and it is only in one of the input
variables, the results of reduced model is far from high fidelity solution as it is shown
in Figure 3.20 for a reduced model based on finite volume discretization. All the
producers have the same water cut as shown in Figure 3.20a, due to the symmetry in
the problem. Note that it the water cut is very different towards end of simulation,
because the mass conservation is violated in most of the gridblocks, as shown in
Figure 3.21.
We also applied POD on a mixed finite element formulation of this example.
After running the same training and saving the snapshots, we selected 2, 8, and 13
basis for pressure, velocity, and saturation to preserve 99.5%, 99%, and 99% of the
energy of the corresponding snapshots, respectively. The reduced model on mixed
formulation not only result in small error for exact input, but also replicates a very
similar results to high fidelity model for test input as shown in Figure 3.22. The
saturation error is smaller than 2% for most of simulation time.
This example showed that MOR techniques, which only use pressure field to
construct a reduced model, are sensitive to changes in boundary conditions. Thus,
one need to have many basis to keep the error small or to reformulate the problem
(as in the mixed finite volume) and solve for the velocity at the same time.
In the next section clustering methods are discussed. One of these techniques is
used to classify the snapshots into different groups and improve the basis selection
and the performance of the reduced model.
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Figure 3.19: Training and test (perturbed) bottom hole pressure of the injector
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Figure 3.20: POD model reduction on finite volume formulation
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Figure 3.21: Evaluation of mass conservation at final time
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Figure 3.22: POD model reduction on mixed finite element formulation
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3.7 Clustering
Clustering or classification is the task of grouping a set of objects such that the
ones with a similar feature are in the same group, called cluster. Cluster analysis is
one of the main techniques in statistical data analysis, used in many fields such as
machine learning and pattern recognition among others.
There are various algorithms for cluster analysis of a data set. They differ in their
notion of what constitutes a cluster and how to find it efficiently based on measures
of clustering, which are distances among a cluster members, density in a data space,
and statistical distributions.
Clustering can be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The
appropriate clustering algorithm and the parameter settings such as density threshold
or the number of clusters depend on the individual data set. Thus, clustering is not
usually an automatic task, but rather an iterative process.
There are mainly four types of clustering, namely hierarchical, centroid based,
distribution based, and density based clustering. Here we briefly overview them.
Hierarchical clustering connects objects to form a cluster based on their distance.
Thus, a cluster is described mainly by the maximum distance that is allowed to con-
nect parts. As a cluster consists of multiple objects, one can choose the minimum,
maximum, or the average of an object distance to the members of a group for cluster-
ing [70]. This approach is not very robust towards outliers and it is computationally
very demanding and can be slow for large data sets.
Centroid based clustering represents a cluster by a central vector, which may not
be necessarily a member of the data set. If the number of clusters is fixed, then
this clustering can be formulated as an optimization problem, to find the required
number of cluster centers (centroids) and assigning the objects to the nearest cluster.
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This optimization problem is NP-hard and the common approach is to find the
approximate suboptimal solution. One of the popular approximative method is k-
means [61]. This classification method partitions the data space into a structure
known as a Voronoi diagram, and it is close to nearest neighbor classification.
Distribution based clustering group the objects that most likely belong to the
same distribution. Even though this method has an excellent theory, it suffers from
overfitting problem. Thus, one usually can fix the number of distributions and classify
the data set iteratively [115].
Density based clustering defines areas with higher density in the data set. The
most popular method based on density clustering is DBSCAN. Similar to linkage
based classification, this method connect points within certain distance [73]. How-
ever, these points also satisfy a density criterion. A key drawback of this approach is
detecting cluster borders and it may fail to find the intrinsic cluster structures which
are common in the real data.
In this thesis, k-means with squared Euclidean distance is used to cluster the
snapshots. This algorithm is easy to implement and has a good performance [68].
In this method, given a set of data points in n-dimentional space and an integer k
corresponding to the number of clusters, the problem is to determine k points, called
centroids, so as to minimize the distance from each data point to its nearest center.
There are iterative scheme to solve this problem efficiently [71].
In the next section a localized approach is introduced for constructing an efficient
reduced order model for fluid flow in porous media simulation. This technique will
not only reduced the number of basis required for capturing the dynamic of the
system, but also will improve the performance of the reduced model.
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3.8 Localized Model Reduction in Porous Media Flow
Up to this point POD-DEIM was applied to reduce the size of a reservoir model
with nonlinear terms. Whereas regular POD-DEIM approximates the fine scale
model with just one single reduced subspace, the localized POD (LPOD) and lo-
calized DEIM (LDEIM) that are introduced in this section compute several local
subspaces.
Each subspace characterize a region of solutions and all together they not only
approximates the high fidelity model better, but also reduces the computational
cost of simulation. Both LPOD and LDEIM use classification approach to partition
the solution space into different regions in the offline computational phase. After
obtaining each subdomain, POD and DEIM is applied to construct the local reduced-
order basis.
In the online phase, at each time step, the reduced states and nonlinear functions
will be used in a classifier to find the most representative basis for POD and DEIM.
This method is still computationally efficient for realtime applications because the
selection is based on reduced order dimension [47]. The advantages of LPOD and
LDEIM are shown in a numerical example of two phase flow at the end of this section.
3.8.1 Localized POD
Even though the regular POD reduces the dimension of a system significantly,
many POD basis might be required to accurately approximate the system if it ex-
hibits a wide range of dynamical solutions. Thus, The main idea is to divide the
snapshots into different subgroups and apply POD to each domain to obtain local
POD basis. This will require less number of basis for each region compared to global
POD basis. Also, it will give us a better approximation of the solution trajectory in
each subdomain, because more representative basis will be used.
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Basically, LPOD is a variant of regular POD with multiple set of basis. In POD
algorithm, svd is applied to the entire set of snapshots to attain the global set of
basis for reduced model, whereas in LPOD the snapshots are divided into smaller sets
based on a criteria or characteristics, and then the basis are found for each subsets.
This approach can be used by applying Algorithm 2.
Note that this method is different than the method proposed in [21], where one
apply clustering to divide all the snapshots into smaller subsets and then apply svd
to the mean of each cluster. Although this method may help to reduce the number
of required basis, the results may become poor due to averaging effect and using the
centroids that are not necessarily any of the snapshots.
There are different techniques to split the solution snapshots space into different
regions. In most of these methods, the domain is split into subdomains recursively
[34], but this method might results in a large number of subdomains in practice.
Here, we classify the snapshots into different clusters with k-means and for each
cluster a local reduced-order model is constructed as suggested in [89].
In the online phase, a local reduced-order model is selected with respect to the
current state of the system. This localization approach was introduced for POD
method in [6]. However, they proposed unsupervised learning methods that can
results in unstable clustering behavior if the clustering method and its parameters
are not carefully chosen [113].
Furthermore, the given procedure in [6] requires precomputing auxiliary quanti-
ties to ensure an online selection procedure that is independent of the dimension of
the original system. However, the number of these auxiliary quantities, which are
computed in the offline phase, scales cubically with the number of clusters. Also, the
procedure to select a local reduced-order model scales quadratically with the num-
ber of clusters. This can be an issue especially in optimization workflows, whereby
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one updates basis of reduced model periodically to obtain more stable and accurate
solution.
Thus, the modified Algorithm 2 for localized POD was introduced in this study,
where only few number of indecies for classification is used in the offline phase and
also these few indecies are employed in the online phase to find the corresponding
cluster. This modification also reduces the storage required for the auxiliary param-
eters [47].
The inputs of Algorithm 2 are the snapshots matrix S and the number of clusters k
and the number of POD basis in each cluster r. The subscript s refers to saturation.
Note that in the first step of this algorithm deim function is used, which select
grid points that are most representative in the solution space based on the greedy
algorithm as explained in Algorithm 1. At Line 2 and 3 of this algorithm, a small sets
of indices, instead of fine scale dimension, will be used for clustering in the k-means
algorithm. This not only accelerates clustering, but also helps finding the proper set
of basis in the online phase to become independent of fine scale solution. Also, the
auxiliary variables are smaller and need less storage. It should be clear that this will
not introduce any extra error in the LPOD, if enough indices are selected based on
the greedy algorithm, because the selected grid points are only used for clustering
and classification.
The output of the k-means algorithm is the centroid of each cluster and the
corresponding index. These centroids and the indecies are used to define a classifier
function as explained in Line 4. This classifier will be used in the online phase to
distinguish the proper index of a cluster where the current state belongs to. After
clustering all the snapshots one can find the POD basis for each group as explained
in Lines 5-8. Note that in the Line 7 of this algorithm a small subset of this basis are
selected based on greedy algorithm to be used in the classifier in the online phase.
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The POD basis for each group, the classifier and the small subset of these basis are
return from this algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Classification procedure of LPOD
1: procedure LPOD(Ss, r, k)
2: Pg = deim(Ss)
3: (centroids, {S1, · · · , Sk})← kmeans(STs Pg, k)
4: cs(x) = knnclassify(x, centroids, 1 : k)
5: for i = 1 : k do
6: φi ← svd(Si, r)
7: wsi ← PTg φi
8: end for
9: return cs(x), φi, w
s
i
10: end procedure
If LPOD is applied to the saturation equation, in the online phase at each Newton-
Raphson iteration, the index of a cluster that current state is most likely belongs to
can be found as follows,
i← cs(wsi sr) (3.22)
where cs(.) and ws are the output of the Algorithm 2, and sr is the reduced saturation
state. After obtaining the cluster index, one can choose the corresponding POD basis
and solve the problem in proper reduced subspace.
3.8.2 Localized DEIM
In this section we discuss the general description of LDEIM and an efficient
method to select each subspace in the online phase without fine scale calculation.
LDEIM constructs several local DEIM subspaces as, (U1, P1),...,(Uk, Pk) in the
offline phase and then select the best one in the online phase. Two main questions
are how to cluster the snapshots into subsets based on a feature and how to efficiently
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select the proper set in the online phase. Here, we follow the approach suggested in
[89] regarding these questions as explained in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 LDEIM Procedure [89]
1: procedure LDEIM(Sf ,m, k)
2: Pg = deim(Sf )
3: (centroids, {S1, · · · , Sk})← kmeans(STf Pg, k)
4: cf (x) = knnclassify(x, centroids, 1 : k)
5: for i = 1 : k do
6: ψi ← svd(Si,m)
7: Pi ← deim(ψi,m)
8: wfi ← PTg ψi (PTi ψi)−1
9: end for
10: return cf (x), ψi, w
f
i
11: end procedure
The inputs of Algorithm 3 are a snapshots matrix of nonlinear functions Sf , the
number of clusters k, and the number of DEIM basis in each cluster m. At the
first step a subset of all snapshots, which consists a few gridblocks is selected to be
used in k-means clusterings as shown in Line 2 and 3 of this algorithm. These steps
accelerate the clustering and also make the online classification independent of fine
scale calculations.
The output of the k-means algorithm is the centroid of each cluster and the
corresponding index. These centroids and the indecies are used to define a classifier
function as explained in Line 4. This classifier will be used in the online phase to
find the proper index of a cluster where the current state belongs to. After clustering
all the snapshots one can find the DEIM basis for each group as explained in Lines
5-9. Note that in the Line 8 of this algorithm a small subset of this basis are selected
based on greedy algorithm to be used in the classifier in the online phase [89]. The
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DEIM basis for each group, the classifier and the small subset of these basis are
return from this algorithm.
If LDEIM is applied to the saturation equation, in the online phase at each
Newton-Raphson iteration, the index of a cluster that current state is most likely
belongs to can be found as follows,
i← cf (wfi f˜) (3.23)
where cf (.) and wf are the output of the Algorithm 3, and f˜ is the approximated
nonlinear function based on DEIM approach. Here we select following point-based
feature extraction,
f˜ = f(PTi s) ∈ Rm (3.24)
After obtaining the cluster index, one can choose the corresponding DEIM basis
and solve the problem in the reduced subspace.
3.8.3 Application of LPOD-LDEIM on Homogeneous Model
In this example we will apply LPOD and LDEIM on a simple model and compare
the results with the regular POD and DEIM. The reservoir model is a two-phase flow
(oil-water) model under the water flooding recovery process with the structure of a 5-
spot as shown in Figure 3.23. The reservoir model is discretized using Cartesian grid
of size 10ft× 10ft× 10ft. Overall the reservoir model has 45× 45× 1 = 2025 active
cells. The permeability of the reservoir is 10 (md) homogeneous and the porosity is
0.2. The relative permeability curves is quadratic as shown in Figure 3.1b.
The reservoir model was simulated for 1000 days under constant injection rate of
one pore volume and constant BHP at all the producers. The snapshots of pressure,
velocity, water saturation, and fractional flow was saved every 10 days, resulting in
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100 snapshots. Primarily, the POD basis for pressure and velocity were found as
before, by applying svd on their snapshots and selecting the dominant basis. Next,
LPOD was applied as instructed in Algorithm 2 on the 100 snapshots of saturation
to cluster them into 3 subsets with corresponding basis. Note that in the online
phase, the index corresponding to each cluster is found based on the equation (3.22).
The mean of all the snapshots of saturation and the first 4 dominant POD basis
are shown in Figure 3.24. Also, the mean of three clusters resulted from kmean
and the first 4 dominant POD basis for each cluster is demonstrated in Figure 3.25.
comparison of first basis in all the clusters reveals that they are similar to the mean
of each cluster, whereas the fourth basis are dynamic and have high frequency. Since
the global POD average out all the snapshots, there is a chance that part of a local
dynamic might be ignored in the global dominant basis that are selected. Thus,
LPOD is expected to give better result as it is shown at the end of this example.
Next, one can apply DEIM on all of the fractional flow snapshots and obtain the
global DEIM grid points as shown in Figure 3.26. LDEIM was also applied on the
fractional flow snapshots as explained in Algorithm 3, and 3 clusters were attained.
10 grid points were selected per cluster based on DEIM. The mean of each cluster
and the selected grid points are shown in Figure 3.27.
Comparing the global selected grid blocks and the local ones in each cluster
reveals that the clustering allows LDEIM to concentrate the interpolation points in
only a certain parts of the reservoir, i.e. close to the front of water saturation. This
is one of the reasons that LDEIM can give us better results compared to regular
DEIM, because the selected points are more into dynamic part of the model.
Figure 3.28 indicates the average error in saturation by increasing the number of
basis in both DEIM and LDEIM. This figure reveals that for few number of basis
LDEIM results in a smaller error compared to regular DEIM. However, for high
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Figure 3.23: Homogeneous reservoir model with the 5-spot pattern
number of basis the error from LDEIM approach is slightly higher than DEIM.
For a fixed number of basis Figure 3.29 illustrate the effect of increasing the
number of clusters on the average saturation error. This figure indicates that 4
cluster gives us the minimum error. Silhouette plot is another validation method for
clustering of data. This technique provides a concise graphical representation of how
well each snapshot lies within its cluster [96]. The silhouette plot of the snapshots
corresponding to this example with four clusters is shown in Figure 3.30. The squared
Euclidean distance were used as a metric to generate this plot. Silhouette value
of 0.7-1.0 indicates that strong structure has been found as it is the case for this
example.
Now to verify the localized model order reduction on this simple model, a train-
ing schedule is used for the injector (rate controlled) and all the producers (BHP
controlled) as shown in ?? and Figures ??, respectively. Note that this amount of
injection was selected to assure one pore volume is injected throughout the simula-
tion time. The initial water saturation and pressure are assumed to be 0.0 and 2500
psia, respectively.
The final water saturation and the water cut at all the producers are shown in
Figures. 3.32a and 3.32b for POD and LPOD, respectively. As illustrated in these
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Figure 3.24: Application of global POD on all snapshots and the first four dominant
basis
figures the LPOD outperforms the regular POD, yielding better approximation of
the high fidelity model with almost exact water-cuts. Figures 3.34a and 3.34a com-
pare the same results for DEIM and LDEIM, whereas LDEIM outperforms regular
DEIM. The final water saturation error is also compared between POD and LPOD
in Figure 3.32 and between DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.35. The relative error
in saturation is calculated based on 3.21 and is compared for POD and LPOD in
Figure 3.36a and for DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.36b. All of these results confirm
the superiority of local model reduction over global one.
One needs to test the localized model reduction with a different input to verify
its robustness we used the test schedule in Figure 3.37, which is 10 % variation with
respect to the training schedule.
The final water saturation and the water cut at all the producers are shown
in Figures. 3.38 for POD and LPOD, respectively. As illustrated in these figures
the LPOD outperforms the regular POD, yielding better approximation of the high
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Figure 3.25: Illustration of the four clusters mean and the first four dominant basis
of each cluster found based on localized POD
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Figure 3.26: Application of global DEIM on all snapshots and the selected grid blocks
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Figure 3.27: Application of localized DEIM on four clusters and 10 selected grid
points for each cluster
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Figure 3.28: Average error with respect to increasing localized DEIM basis
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Figure 3.29: Average saturation error with respect to increasing the number of lo-
calized DEIM clusters
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Figure 3.30: Localized DEIM cluster analysis based on silhouette plot
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Figure 3.31: Training schedule of the homogeneous model
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Figure 3.32: Final water saturation and water cut at producers by applying POD
and LPOD on the homogeneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.33: Final water saturation error by applying POD and LPOD on the ho-
mogeneous model with the training schedule
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Figure 3.34: Final water saturation and water cut at producers by applying DEIM
and LDEIM on the homogeneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.35: Final water saturation error by applying DEIM and LDEIM on the
homogeneous model with the training schedule
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Figure 3.36: Temporal saturation error for the homogeneous model under the training
schedule
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Figure 3.37: Test schedule of the homogeneous model
fidelity model with almost exact water-cuts. Figures 3.39 compares the same results
for DEIM and LDEIM, whereas LDEIM outperforms regular DEIM.
The temporal saturation error is calculated based on (3.21) and is compared for
POD and LPOD in Figure 3.40a and for DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.40b. All
of these results also confirm the superiority of localized model reduction over global
method with test schedule.
3.8.4 Application of LPOD-LDEIM on Heterogeneous Model
In this example the localized model reduction is applied to a two-phase flow (oil-
water) reservoir model under the water flooding recovery process with the structure
of a 5-spot as shown in Fig. 3.41. The permeability of the reservoir is taken from
SPE10 comparative model [31] (layer 10th). The reservoir model is discretized using
Cartesian grid of size 20ft×10ft×2ft. Overall the reservoir model has 60×220×1 =
13200 active cells. The fluid viscosity ratio is µw/µo = 0.1. The relative permeability
curves is quadratic as depicted in Fig. 4.8b. We assumed a constant porosity of 0.2
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Figure 3.38: Final water saturation and water cut at producers by applying POD
and LPOD on the homogeneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.39: Final water saturation and water cut at producers by applying DEIM
and LDEIM on the homogeneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.40: Temporal saturation error for the homogeneous model under the test
schedule
for entire model.
The producers are controlled by bottom hole pressure and the injector by rate.
The input schedule is changed every 200 days as shown in Figs. 3.42. This figure
includes both the training and the test schedule. Note that injection volume is at
least one pore volume throughout simulation time (1000 days). The initial water
saturation and pressure are assumed to be 0.0 and 2500 psia, respectively.
In order to apply the LPOD-LDEIM methods, we simulated the reservoir for
1000 days and saved the snapshots of pressures, velocity, water saturations and the
nonlinear fractional function every 10 days. Thus, we have 100 snapshots for each
variables. Each snapshot is reshaped to a column vector and is stacked in a snapshot
matrix. After applying svd to each matrix, one can find the basis for reduced model.
The singular values of the snapshot matrices are shown in Figure 3.43. As it can be
seen, there is a faster decay in the singular values for the pressure and velocity com-
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pared to saturation and fractional function. Thus, we need more basis for saturation
and fractional function to have a reliable reduced model.
Here, we apply regular (global) POD to velocity and pressure, and LPOD to sat-
uration because it is obtained from a nonlinear equation solved by Netwon-Raphson
iterations. The selection criteria for pressure and velocity basis was to capture at
least 99% of the energy of snapshots. Throughout this example we compare the
LPOD and POD as well as DEIM and LDEIM on saturation equation.
The number of basis is compared between different reduced order models and the
original fine scale one in Table 3.6. The snapshots were classified into 4 clusters.
The overall speedup is around 5.5 because this is still relatively small model. Also,
even though localized method has more overhead during the online phase, it does
not have significantly higher computational time compared to regular POD-DEIM.
Note that, when we apply DEIM or LDEIM, the saturation is assumed to be
projected to reduced subspace by regular (global) POD basis. Combining LPOD-
LDEIM will be considered in future work. In this example, we select 7 basis for both
POD and LPOD and 9 basis for both DEIM and LDEIM.
The final water saturation and the water cut at all the producers are shown in Fig-
ure 3.44 for POD and LPOD. As illustrated in these figures the LPOD approximate
the original fine scale model much better, with almost exact water cut. Figure 3.46
compares the same results for DEIM and LDEIM, whereas LDEIM outperforms reg-
ular DEIM.
The spatial error in final water saturation is also compared between POD and
LPOD in Figure 3.45 and between DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.47.
The relative temporal saturation error is calculated based on (3.21) and is com-
pared for POD and LPOD in Figure 3.48a and for DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.48b.
All of these results confirm the superiority of local model reduction over global one.
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Num # of Fine Scale POD/LPOD DEIM/LDEIM
pressure basis 13200 3 –
velocity basis 26120 12 –
saturation basis 13200 7/7 –
fractional basis 13200 – 9/9
iterations 712 260/281 320/335
Total elapsed time 108.7 (s) 19.6/20.2 (s) 18.7/19.2 (s)
Table 3.6: Compare localized and global model order reduction
Note in these figures, at some time instances the saturation error increases suddenly
in the localized MOR methods, before it decreases again. These points correspond to
switching from one reduced subspace to another one. More investigation is required
to figure out how to make this transition smoother.
The reduced model is simulated with a new test schedule as shown in Figure 3.49,
to ensure that the localized model order reduction is robust to input variation. This
schedule is obtained by ±5% random perturbation of the training schedule. Note
that the basis of the reduced model are not updated and we used the same basis
obtained from training snapshots.
The final water saturation and water cut for all the producers after 1000 days
of simulation with the test schedule are shown in Figure 3.50 for POD and LPOD,
and in Figure 3.52 for DEIM and LDEIM. These figures verify that localized MOR
techniques outperform the regular MOR methods.
The spatial error in final water saturation is also compared between POD and
LPOD in Figure 3.51 and between DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.53. The relative
temporal saturation error is compared for POD and LPOD in Figure 3.54a and for
DEIM and LDEIM in Figure 3.54b. All of these results confirm that localized MOR
is robust to input changes and also it is superior to global MOR techniques.
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Figure 3.41: 5-spot pattern on Layer 10th of SPE10
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Figure 3.42: Training schedule of the heterogeneous model
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Figure 3.43: Singular values of snapshot matrices
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Figure 3.44: Final water saturation and water cut at producers after applying POD
and LPOD on heterogeneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.45: Final water saturation error after applying POD and LPOD on hetero-
geneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.46: Final water saturation and water cut at producers after applying DEIM
and LDEIM on heterogeneous model under the training schedule
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Figure 3.47: Final water saturation error after applying DEIM and LDEIM on het-
erogeneous model under training schedule
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Figure 3.48: Temporal saturation error after applying localized MOR on heteroge-
neous model under training schedule
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Figure 3.49: Test schedule resulted from ±5% variation in the training schedule
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Figure 3.50: Final water saturation and water cut after producers after applying
POD and LPOD on heterogeneous model under the test schedule
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Figure 3.51: Final water saturation error after applying POD and LPOD on hetero-
geneous model under the test schedule
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Figure 3.52: Final water saturation and water cut at producers after applying DEIM
and LDEIM on heterogeneous model under the test schedule
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Figure 3.53: Final water saturation error after applying DEIM and LDEIM on het-
erogeneous model under the test schedule
3.9 Chapter Summary
I this chapter, reduced order modeling based on POD was addressed. After re-
viewing the POD procedure, its drawback in nonlinear systems was discussed and a
new technique, namely DEIM, was applied to alleviate the issue. This new method
mitigate the computational time by reducing the number of required nonlinear func-
tion evaluations. The POD-DEIM was verified in a numerical example whereby it
was applied to SPE-10 benchmark and produced reliable results with respect to high
fidelity model.
Next, to improve the performance of POD-DEIM and to have more representative
basis, a localized POD-DEIM model reduction scheme was introduced for the solution
of the two-phase flow in heterogeneous porous media. It has been our experience that
performing localization with multiple snapshot yield a more accurate and stable
reduced order models than a single snapshot set. More work still need to be done in
the selection the appropriate number of basis and the specific clustering technique
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Figure 3.54: Temporal saturation error after applying localized MOR on heteroge-
neous model under the test schedule
used.
In the next chapter, a new formulation is developed for porous media flow equa-
tions, called bilinear, which can improve the performance of reduced order models in
terms of stability and validity.
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4. MODEL ORDER REDUCTION ON BILINEAR RESERVOIR MODELS
The model order reduction (MOR) techniques that were discussed in the last
chapter, are input dependent, meaning that in order to construct a reduced order
model one needs snapshots of a computed solution of the original model. Thus, if
the input function is changed, which is common in optimization, no rigorous error
bound can be declared for the new solution.
There are well-established MOR procedures for linear systems to construct the
reduced model without the need for training and simulation of fine scale models based
on input-output transfer function description of the model. For example balanced
truncation, which preserves the most controllable and observable states of the system
[7]. However, one of the main challenges in nonlinear systems is the lack of a general
input-output representation analogous to transfer function in linear systems.
Nevertheless, if a nonlinear system can be transformed into a new form, namely
a bilinear system, higher order transfer functions can be constructed to capture the
input-output behavior of the underlying system [98]. The bilinear systems are linear
in the input and linear in the state but not in both jointly. The main advantage
of having a nonlinear system in this form is that the reduced order model can be
constructed without the snapshot, meaning that there is no need to simulate the
original large scale model [18, 41]. In this chapter, two methods for transforming the
nonlinear systems into bilinear form are addressed.
In the first approach to convert a nonlinear system into a bilinear form, the
nonlinear system is approximated using higher order terms of the Taylor expansion.
Usually these expansion terms are truncated at second order and yield a bilinear
system. This process is also known as Carleman bilinearizations. This new form
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of the system has higher dimension than the original model, yet the generalized
moment matching technique based on iterative rational Krylov algorithm [59, 17] is
applied to find the projection matrices and to reduce the size of the problem, without
depending on a particular input trajectory or training. This method is applied to a
single phase flow model (a highly compressible gas reservoir) and numerical results
are presented to verify the systematic MOR [46].
The second approach transforms the nonlinear system of two phase flow into
a new dynamical system called quadratic bilinear differential algebraic equations
(QBDAEs). The author in [58] showed that a large class of smooth nonlinear affine
systems can be transformed into QBDAE. The main idea is to introduce new variables
and rewrite the equations as new algebraic or differential equations that are at most
quadratic with respect to states. The dimension of the new system of equations
increases linearly, whereas the previous method based on Carleman bilinearization
increases the size of problem quadratically. These two techniques for bilinearization
of nonlinear systems are compared in [17].
Although the idea behind QBDAE of two phase flow is to reduced the size of the
problem without simulation and training, there are still some issues that need to be
addressed such as multiple inputs and outputs nature of reservoir models and non-
affine inputs. As this study is the pioneer work in considering these new techniques
for porous media flow simulation, only POD model order reduction on QBDAE form
of two phase flow was applied to prove the applicability of new formulation. The
systematic MOR approaches without training and snapshots for the QBDAE system
of two phase flow should be addressed in the future work.
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4.1 Carleman Bilinearization
In this section the bilinear form is computed using Carleman bilinearization ap-
proach, which is truncated multidimensional Taylor’s expansion of the nonlinear
terms. Consider a state space equations of a model as,
x˙(t) = a(x(t), t) + b(x(t), t)u(t), t ≥ 0
y(t) = c(t)x(t) + y0, x(0) = x0,
(4.1)
where x(t) is the state vector, u(t) and y(t) are the input and the output of the
system, respectively. We assume that the system (4.1) is linear-analytic, i.e. the
functions a(x, t) and b(x, t) are analytic in x and a(x, t), b(x, t) and c(t) are continuous
in t.
Without loss of generality, we assume that initial condition is zero, and also
a(0, t) = 0 and u(t) = 0 implies x(t) = 0 and y(t) = y0. Nevertheless, if this is
not the case, one can always transform the system to 4.1 by introducing a new state
variable xˆ = x− x0.
Using multivariate Taylor’s expansion around x0 = 0, we obtain the following
power series representations
a(x, t) = a1(t)x
(1) + a2(t)x
(2) + · · ·+ aN(t)x(N) + . . .
b(x, t) = b0(t) + b1(t)x
(1) + · · ·+ bN−1(t)x(N−1) + . . .
(4.2)
where x(i) = x⊗i =
i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x⊗ x⊗ · · · ⊗ x and ⊗ denotes the Kroncker’s product, for ex-
ample x(2) = x⊗ x, and ai(t) = ∂ia(x,t)∂xi |x0 and bi(t) = ∂
ib(x,t)
∂xi
|x0 .
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The system (4.1) can be written in the form
x˙(t) =
N∑
i=1
ai(t)x
(i) +
N−1∑
i=0
bi(t)x
(i)u(t) + . . . , t ≥ 0
y(t) = c(t)x(t) + y0, x(0) = x0,
(4.3)
where the dots represent higher order terms. To determine the first N kernels corre-
sponding to the system (4.3), differential equations are developed for x(i), 2 ≤ i ≤ N .
The differential equation of x(i) takes the form
d
dt
[x(i)(t)] =
N−i+1∑
i=1
ai,k(t)x
(k+i−1) +
N−1∑
i=0
bi,k(t)x
(k+i−1)u(t) + . . . , t ≥ 0
x(i)(0) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(4.4)
The coefficients ai,k are given by a1,k(t) = ak(t), and for i > 1
ai,k(t) = ak(t)⊗ In ⊗ · · · ⊗ In + In ⊗ ak(t)⊗ In ⊗ · · · ⊗ In
+ · · ·+ In ⊗ · · · ⊗ In ⊗ ak(t)
(4.5)
where the number of terms is i and there are i − 1 Kronecker products. A similar
notation is used for bi,k. If we write x
⊗ = (x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N))ᵀ, then Carleman
bilinearization of system (4.1) is written in the form of
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ddt
x⊗ =

a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,N
0 a2,1 · · · a2,N−1
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · aN,1

x⊗
+

b1,1 b1,2 · · · b1,N−1 0
b2,0 b2,1 · · · b2,N−2 0
0 b3,0 · · · b3,N−3 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · bN,0 0

x⊗u+

b1,0
0
...
0

u+ . . .
y(t) = [c(t) 0 . . . 0]x⊗(t) + y0(t) + . . . , x⊗(0) = 0.
(4.6)
The bilinear form of (4.6) can be posed in matrix-vector notation as,
d
dt
x⊗(t) = Ax⊗(t) +
m∑
k=1
Nkx
⊗(t)uk(t) +Bu(t) (4.7)
y(t) = Cx⊗(t), (4.8)
where A,B,C and Nk are matrices derived from the bilineariztion process as are
indicated in Eq. (4.6).
4.2 Model Order Reduction of Bilinear Systems
In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of model reduction for bilinear
systems. The idea is to construct the projector P = VW T where V,W ∈ Rn×r with
W TV = Ir, such that the reduced-order model can be obtained by projecting the
state-space equations into a much smaller subspace by
x⊗ = V x⊗r (4.9)
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In the model order reduction framework, one seeks to construct a reduced bilinear
system as
d
dt
x⊗r (t) = Aˆx
⊗
r (t) +
m∑
k=1
Nˆkx
⊗
r (t)uk(t) + Bˆu(t) (4.10)
y(t) = Cˆx⊗r (t), (4.11)
where
Aˆ = W TAV , (4.12)
Nˆ = W TNkV , k = 1, · · · ,m (4.13)
Bˆ = W TB, Cˆ = CV (4.14)
The main question is how to find the projection matrices, V,W . Krylov subspace
techniques have been addressed frequently in recent years for model order reduction
(MOR) of large scale systems. Krylov method approximate a large scale model
by moment matching. This requires that the reduced system response matches in
some certain frequencies with the response of high fidelity model. This problem can
be solved efficiently by means of iterative methods, such as Arnoldi and Lanczos
factorization [14].
Here the generalization of the rational Krylov interpolation method that is known
for linear system [60] is employed to match a set of points in the transfer function
domain. Selecting these points is very crucial to have a reasonable reduced model.
Considering the H2-norm of the error and minimizing it results in the Bilinear Itera-
tive Rational Krylov Algorithm (BIRKA) 4. One can refer to [17] for the derivation
and explanation of this algorithm.
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Algorithm 4 Bilinear Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (BIRKA) [17]
1: input A, r, q
2: make an initial selection σ1, ·, σq
3: while change in σi >  do
4: Compute V = [V1, · · · , Vr] and W = [W1, · · · ,Wr] ∈ Rn×(q+···+qr)
5: Compute truncated SVD of Vq and Wq of V and W .
6: Aˆ = (W Tq Vq)
−1W Tq A Vq
7: σi ← −λi(Aˆ)
8: end while
9: return V = Vq, W
T = (W Tq Vq)
−1W Tq
4.3 Carleman Bilinearization of Single Phase Flow Model
The single phase flow equation in porous media without gravity is expressed as
follows,
∂(ρφ)
∂t
= ∇.
(
ρ
µ
K∇p
)
+ q (4.15)
where ρ is the fluid density, φ is porosity of the rock, µ is the viscosity, K is the
permeability, and p is the pressure. Assume that the fluid and rock properties are a
function of pressure as,
ρ = ρrefe
co(P−Pref) ⇒ ∂ρ
∂p
= coρ (4.16)
µ = µrefe
−cµ(P−Pref) ⇒ ∂µ
∂p
= −cµµ (4.17)
φ = φrefe
cr(P−Pref) ⇒ ∂φ
∂p
= crφ (4.18)
Thus Eq. (4.15) will be simplified to,
ρφct
∂p
∂t
= ∇.
(
ρ
µ
K∇p
)
+ q (4.19)
Accumulation = Flux + Sink/Source (4.20)
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After applying finite volume and spatial discretization of Eq. (4.20), the final equation
can be written as,
A (p)
dp
dt
= T (p) p− q (p) pwf (4.21)
where A is an accumulation matrix that is diagonal, T is a transmissiblity matrix
that is hepta diagonal in general case, q is a vector that is non-zero at the well
locations, and pwf is a bottom-hole pressure of the well that is the control input of
the systems.
We consider the following form of Eq. (4.21)
dp
dt
= A(p)−1 T (p)p− A(p)−1 q(p)pwf (4.22)
= Tˆ (p)p− qˆ(p)pwf , p(0) = 0. (4.23)
Writing f(p) = Tˆ (p)p one can define f0 = 0, f1 =
∂f(P )
∂P ᵀ |P=0, and f2 = ∂
2f(P )
∂P ᵀ2 |P=0.
Thus to write the system in the form of Eq. 4.6 the following terms are calculated,
f1,1 = f1, f1,2 = f2 (4.24)
f2,1 = f1 ⊗ In + In ⊗ f1 (4.25)
In order to find Taylor’s series terms, one needs to compute the first and second
derivatives of the transmissibility term f(p) as,
∂Tˆ (p)p
∂pᵀ
=
∂Tˆ (p)
∂pᵀ
(In ⊗ p) + Tˆ (p) ∂p
∂pᵀ
(4.26)
=
∂Tˆ (p)
∂pᵀ
(In ⊗ p) + Tˆ (p). (4.27)
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Also, the second derivative is given by
∂2Tˆ (p)p
∂pᵀ2
=
∂
∂pᵀ
(∂Tˆ (p)
∂pᵀ
(In ⊗ p) + Tˆ (p)
)
(4.28)
=
∂2Tˆ (p)
∂pᵀ2
(In2 ⊗ p) + ∂Tˆ (p)
∂pᵀ
K(n,n) +
∂Tˆ (p)
∂pᵀ
, (4.29)
where K(n,n) is a permutation matrix defined by
K(n,n) =
∑
i,j
Uij ⊗ Uᵀij
and Uij is the n×m matrix whose ijth element is 1 and all other elements are 0.
Similarly, one can define g(p) = qˆ(p) and g0 = qˆ(0), g1 =
∂g(p)
∂pᵀ |p=0 and g2 =
∂2g(p)
∂pᵀ2 |p=0 hence writing,
g1,0 = g0, g1,1 = g1, g1,2 = g2 (4.30)
g2,0 = g0 ⊗ In + In ⊗ g0. (4.31)
Assuming n is the number of gridblocks and defining p⊗ = (p(1), p(2)) ∈ Rn+n2 , then
Carleman bilinearization of system (4.21) is written in the form of,
d
dt
p⊗ =
f1,1 f1,2
0 f2,1
 p⊗ +
g1,1 0
g2,0 0
 p⊗pwf +

g1,0
0
...
0

pwf . (4.32)
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4.4 Numerical Example
In the following example, the bilinear modeling is applied to a single phase flow.
In order to show the bilinear approximation, and discuss the derivation, a numerical
example is set up that includes a simple, yet representative, nonlinear single-phase
gas reservoir. The reservoir is 210x210x30 ft with uniform griding as each grid block
is 30x30x30 ft. The gas isothermal compressibility is assumed to be 5E-3, and the
rock compressibility is 3E-5. There is one well that is located in the middle of the
reservoir and the draw-down is 500 psi. Also, the permeability is heterogeneous field
as shown in Figure (4.1). This model is simulated for 1000 days of production.
First, we formulate all of the matrices involved into the bilinear transformation as
shown in Eq. (4.32). Using the reservoir description given above, three different cases
were run using the fully nonlinear system, the linear approximated system, and the
bilinear approximated one. In both approximations, we take the initial condition,
i.e. initial pressure of the reservoir, as the operating point for performing the Taylor
series expansions.
The pressure decline at the well-bore and the boundary of the reservoir are shown
in Figure (4.2). As can be seen, the bilinear approximation is more representative
and describes the nonlinearities better than the simple linearization around the initial
point. Note that p ∈ R49, meaning that there are 49 states in the nonlinear system
corresponding to 49 griblocks of the model. Similarly, the linear approximation of
the model has the same number of states.
However, the number of states in the bilinear approximated model is p⊗ ∈ R49+492 .
Thus, it is obvious that we need to reduce the size of bilinear approximated system to
make it computationally efficient. We expect that increasing the size of the problem
before applying model reduction and introducing new terms corresponding to the
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Figure 4.1: Permeability distribution of 7x7 model (in Log(md))
nonlinearity in the system results in a better reduced order model.
In order to reduce the size of the bilinear system, BIRKA in Algorithm 4 is
applied to find the basis and construct the projection matrix V and W . These
matrices are used to set up the reduced order model of Eq. (4.11). As it is shown
in Figure (4.3) the reduced bilinear model with 14 basis will follow the same trend
as fine scale nonlinear model with a negligible error. On the other hand, the linear
approximation of the model yield large error and divergence in long time simulation
of the model. Note that here the original model was linearized at the initial condition,
however one might get better results by choosing different linearization point.
4.5 Quadratic Bilinear Model of Two Phase Flow Model
In this section, the goal is to apply bilinear formulation to the two phase flow
in porous media. It is assumed that the rock and fluid are incompressible and the
fluid is moving only under viscous force. A sequential discretization formulation is
considered as explained in 2, in which at each iteration the pressure is solved and the
results are used to solve for the saturation iteratively by Newton-Raphson method.
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Figure 4.2: Temporal pressure changes for different models
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Figure 4.3: Temporal pressure changes for a reduced model with 14 basis
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Two distinct methods are considered for transforming the saturation equation into
bilinear form, Carleman bilinearization and quadratic bilinear formulation. These
two methods are compared in a numerical example. Next, we discuss the model
reduction technique applied to the quadratic bilinear form of two-phase flow system.
Finally, we demonstrate the proposed methodology in a numerical example of two-
phase flow reservoir model under water flooding.
As the pressure equation is linear, one can apply regular POD or other MOR
methods to reduce the dimension of the system as discussed in 3.3. Here, I focus on
saturation equation since it is nonlinear and the proposed method in this chapter
are more applicable to it.
4.5.1 Saturation Equation in State Space Representation
As it was explained in subsection 2.1.2, an implicit time (backward Euler) dis-
cretization of the saturation Eq. (2.3) results in,
sn+1i = s
n
i +
∆t
|Ωi|
(
q+ −
∑
j
Fij(s
n+1)uij + fw(s
n+1
i )q
−
)
. (4.33)
where sni is the cell-average of the water saturation at time t = tn, q
+ = max(qi, 0)
and q− = min(qi, 0), uij is the total flux (for oil and water) over the edge γij between
the two adjacent cells and Fij is a numerical approximation of the flux over edge γij
defined as,
Fij ≈
∫
γij
(fij(s)uij) .nij dv. (4.34)
There are different schemes to evaluate the integrand in (4.34). It is common to use
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first order approximation, known as upstream weighting, defined as,
fij(s) =

fw(si) if uij · nij ≥ 0;
fw(sj) if uij · nij < 0.
(4.35)
Equation (4.33) can be expressed in continuous time domain as,
ds
dt
= A f (s) +
1
|Ω|q
+ (4.36)
where A is a matrix implementing −1|Ω| [
∑
j Fij(s)uij− fw(si)q−] on a cell by cell basis.
In order to write the nonlinear Eq. (4.36) in the standard state space form, one needs
to find the relationship between the input variable, u, to the states of the system,
namely the matrix B. To this end, one can write,
q+ = B (s)u, (4.37)
where u is the inputs to the system. In this case, u represents the production rate
at producer wells or the injection rate at injectors. Here we discuss the derivation of
matrix B for 5-spot pattern, however other cases can be found similarly. As there
are four producers and one injector, u ∈ R5×1 and B ∈ Rn×5.
In the diagonal elements of the matrix B corresponding to the producer loca-
tions, the fractional flow should be calculated by using the saturation of the same
gridblock. As it is assumed that the water is injected, the diagonal element of matrix
B corresponds to injector should be one. This results in the following input matrix,
B = diag (fw(s℘1), · · · , fw(s℘2), · · · , 1, · · · , fw(s℘3), · · · , fw(s℘4)) (4.38)
u = (qprod1, · · · , qprod2, · · · , qinj, · · · , qprod3, · · · , qprod4)T (4.39)
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where ℘i for i = 1, · · · , 4 corresponds to the gridblocks containing wells. The final
state space representation of the saturation equation is,
ds
dt
= Af (s) +B (s)u (4.40)
4.5.2 Carleman Bilinear Approximation
As discussed in the previous section, one can use Volterra series and multi-variable
Taylor expansion [99] to derive the bilinear systems of equation here.
Assuming a(s, t) = Af(s(t)) and bi(s, t) = bi(s(t))ui, the saturation Eq. (4.40) is
written as,
ds
dt
= a (s, t) + b1 (s, t)u1 + b2 (s, t)u2 + · · · (4.41)
where bi is the ith column of matrix B and ui is the ith input. Using multivariate
Taylor’s expansion (around s0 = 0) one obtains the following power series represen-
tations
a(s, t) = a0(t) + a1(t)s
(1) + a2(t)s
(2) + · · ·+ aN(t)s(N) + . . .
b(s, t) = b0(t) + b1(t)s
(1) + · · ·+ bN−1(t)s(N−1) + . . .
(4.42)
where s(i) = s⊗i =
i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
s⊗ s⊗ · · · ⊗ s and ⊗ denotes the Kroncker’s product. Defining
new variable x as
x⊗ = (s(1), s(2)) ∈ Rn+n2 (4.43)
Assuming there is n gridblocks and m = nprod + ninj (total number of producers
and injectors) inputs, Carleman bilinearization of system (4.40) is written in the
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form of,
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +
m∑
k=1
Nkx(t)uk(t) +Bu(t) (4.44)
y(t) = Cx(t), (4.45)
where A,NK ∈ R(n+n2)×(n+n2) for k = 1, ...,m, and B ∈ R(n+n2)×m and C ∈ Rp×(n+n2)
are matrices derived from the bilineariztion process similar to the bilinearization of
single phase flow as explained in the previous section.
Since Carleman bilinearization is based on Taylor expansion it is applicable to
weakly nonlinear systems around linearization point. Also, it increases the number
of states quadratically as shown in Eq. (4.43), before applying any model reduction.
This can be a problem for large scale systems. As these models have high dimension,
an efficient model order reduction method is required.
An alternative and more accurate approach is to reformulate the problem as an
equivalent quadratic bilinear system. There is no Taylor expansion or approximation
in converting original model to this form of systems [58]. This technique is also
applicable to a broad range of nonlinear systems and also the size of the system
increases linearly before applying model order reduction.
4.5.3 Quadratic Bilinear Formulation
In order to derive a polynomial system from a general nonlinear system, one can
approximate it around its steady state solution based on Taylor series [90]. However
this method is only applicable for a weakly nonlinear systems due to the locality
approximation of Taylor series. Moreover, This technique may lead to instability and
also can result in a system that is computationally more expensive to run. These
issues preclude the applicability of Carleman bilinearization as it is based on Taylor
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series.
To alleviate the problems corresponding to Taylor expansion, a class of nonlinear
model order reduction were established based on trajectory piece-wise linear (TPWL)
[95]. The term trajectory refers to solution path when the model is run by a given
input. Along each section of the trajectory the system is linearized and also reduced.
These reduced models are joined together to form the overall nonlinear reduced
system. However, the evaluation of this system can be still expensive as it depends
on the number of local approximation and also the order of the polynomial.
In this section, a new method is applied to nonlinear two phase flow, namely
model order reduction via quadratic bilinear systems, to reduce the dimension of
it. In this approach, the nonlinear equations are converted to quadratic bilinear
differential algebraic equations (QBDAE). The key difference between the QBDAE
and the Carleman bilinearization is that the original system is re-written in an exact
equivalent representation without any approximation in QBDAE [58]. This will be
explained more in a numerical example later to compare these two bilinearization
techniques.
In this section, a two phase flow simulation problem is formulated as a quadratic
bilinear form. The model order reduction is also applied to reduce the size of the
system. This technique is general and is applicable for a wide range of reservoir
simulation models with different properties. This concept was applied to the case
of two-phase flow models and some preliminary results were shown in [54]. The
quadratic bilinear formulation is extended to more general cases and is applied to a
large heterogeneous reservoir model in this study.
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4.5.4 Saturation Equation in QBDAE
We reformulate the problem by introducing new states to represents nonlinear
terms. As it has been discussed in [58], for most of the nonlinear differential equations
it is possible to reformulate them in quadratic bilinear differential algebraic equation
(QBDAE). We derive the QBDAE of the saturation equation, as it is nonlinear.
The main nonlinearity in saturation Eq. (4.40) is the fractional flow,
fw (s) =
1
1 + λo (s) /λw (s)
=
1
1 + µw
µo
kro(s)
krw(s)
(4.46)
If Corey’s correlation is used for relative permeability, then
s− swi
1− swi − sor = γs− β (4.47)
krw (s) = (γs− β)N (4.48)
kro (s) = (1− (γs− β))N (4.49)
Here we explain the derivation for N = 2, yet it can be generalized in the same
manner for higher values of N . One can re-parametrize the fractional flow as,
x = (γs− β)2 (4.50)
y =
x
x+ α (1 + x+ 2 (β − γs)) . (4.51)
where α = µw/µo. After expanding the above equations and writing them in algebraic
form one obtains,
γ2s2 − 2βγs+ β2 − x = 0 (4.52)
(1 + α)xy + α (1 + 2β) y − 2αγsy − x = 0. (4.53)
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Also, note that one can represent B(s) u in equation (4.40) as,
B(s) u =
nprod∑
i=1
D˜if (s)u
prod
i +
ninj∑
j=1
d˜ju
inj
j (4.54)
where D˜i is a zero matrix except at the diagonal element corresponding to the loca-
tion of each producer and d˜j is a zero vector except at the index corresponds to the
location of the injector.
Thus, the state space representation of the saturation equation with respect to
newly defined variables is,
ds
dt
= A y +
nprod∑
i=1
D˜i y u
prod
i +
ninj∑
j=1
d˜ju
inj
j (4.55)
0 = −2βγs− x+ γ2s2 + β2 (4.56)
0 = α (1 + 2β) y − x+ (1 + α)x y − 2αγs y (4.57)
Note that this equation can still be solved based on Newton-Raphson iterations.
The new residual is defined as , R(s, y, x) =

(sn − s)/∆t+ A y +∑nprodi=1 D˜i y uprodi +∑ninjj=1 d˜juinjj
−2βγs− x+ γ2s2 + β2
α (1 + 2β) y − x+ (1 + α)x y − 2αγs y

and the Jacobian of the right hand side of this equation is, J(s, y, x) =

−I/∆t A+∑nprodi=1 Diui 0
−2βγI+ 2γ2s 0 −I
−2αγdiag(y) α (1 + 2β) I+ (1 + α) diag(x)− 2αγdiag(s) −I+ (1 + α) diag(y)

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Assuming that the number of grid blocks is n, one can define a new state variable
as,
xq =
(
sT , yT , xT
)T ∈ R3n, (4.58)
and write the saturation equations of (4.55) to (4.57) in the form of quadratic bilinear
differential algebraic equation (QBDAE) as follows,
E
d
dt
xq = G1xq +G2xq ⊗ xq +
nprod∑
i=1
Di xq u
prod
i +
ninj∑
j=1
dju
inj
j (4.59)
where
E =

I 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 , G1 =

0 A 0
−2βγ I 0 −I
0 α (1 + 2β) I −I
 ,
G2 =

Z
γ2 Is2
−2αγ Isy + (1 + α) Iyx
 ,
Di =

0 D˜i 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 , di =

d˜i
0
0
 .
Note that all the matrices in G2 are calculated based on Algorithm (5).
Despite we derived the QBDAE for specific mobility function, this procedure can
be extended to higher polynomial functions as well. It can be shown that the number
of states increases linearly compared to Carleman bilinearization that is quadratic.
QBDAE formulations of a system is not unique, but they are all equivalent, meaning
that the solution of the QBDAE systems are exactly equal to the original system
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Algorithm 5 Compute matrix G2 in MATLAB for QBDAE
1: procedure G2(n)
2: Z = spalloc(n, 9n2, 0)
3: e = speye(1, 3n)
4: for i = 1 : n do
5: Is2(i, :)← kron(circshift(e, [1, i− 1]), circshift(e, [1, i− 1]))
6: Isy(i, :)← kron(circshift(e, [1, i− 1]), circshift(e, [1, i− 1 + n]))
7: Iyx(i, :)← kron(circshift(e, [1, i− 1 + n]), circshift(e, [1, i− 1 + 2n]))
8: end for
9: return Z, Is2, Isy, Iyx
10: end procedure
if the initial conditions are consistent to each other [58]. Thus there is no approx-
imation involved in this step, whereas Carleman bilinearization is a Taylor series
approximation. These two approaches to convert a nonlinear system into bilinear
form are compared in Figure 4.4.
In the next section, our goal is to present a reduced-order model for both pressure
and saturation equations and reduce the computation runtime.
4.5.5 Numerical Example: Comparison of Carleman Bilinear Approximation and
QBDAE Formulation
In this section the Carleman bilinear approximation and quadratic bilinear for-
mulation are both applied on a simple two phase flow and the results are compared.
A quarter 5-spot two-phase flow (oil-water) reservoir model in two dimensions is
considered. It is assumed that the reservoir is under water flooding recovery pro-
cess. It is assumed that the fluid viscosity of oil is ten times higher than water, and
the porosity is 0.2 for the entire reservoir. The heterogeneous permeability and the
relative permeability are depicted in Figure 4.5. The reservoir is 450x450x30 (ft)
that is discretized by the finite volume method using Cartesian grid of size 15x15x1.
The producers are controlled by constant bottom hole pressure of 2500 [psi] and the
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 Original Model 
𝑬𝒙 = 𝒇 𝒙 + 𝒈 𝒙 𝒖 
Polynomial Approximation 
𝑬𝒙 = 𝑮𝟏𝒙 + 𝑮𝟐𝒙 ⊗ 𝒙 + 𝑮𝟑𝒙 ⊗ 𝒙 ⊗ 𝒙 + 𝑩𝒖 
Equivalent Quadratic Bilinear Model 
𝑬𝒙𝒒 = 𝑮𝟏𝒙𝒒 + 𝑮𝟐𝒙𝒒 ⊗ 𝒙𝒒 + 𝑫𝒙𝒒𝒖 + 𝑩𝒖 
Bilinear Approximation 
𝑬𝒛 = 𝑨𝒛 +  𝑵𝑘
𝒎
𝟏
𝒛𝒖+ 𝑩𝒖 
Bilinear Reduced Model 
𝑬 𝒛𝒓 = 𝑮 𝟏𝒛𝒓 +  𝑵𝑘 
𝒎
𝟏
𝒛𝒓𝒖 + 𝑩 𝒖 
+𝑩𝒖
Reduced Quadratic Bilinear Model 
𝑬 𝒙 𝒓 = 𝑮 𝟏𝒙𝒓 + 𝑮 𝟐𝒙𝒓 ⊗ 𝒙𝒓 + 𝑫 𝒙𝒓𝒖 + 𝑩 𝒖 
  
 Taylor expansion based method 
 Small signal assumption 
 Still computationally expensive 
 Stability loss 
 No approximation involved 
 Lowest order of polynomial system 
 Computationally efficient 
 Stability preserved 
  
Figure 4.4: Comparing Carleman bilinear approximation and equivalent quadratic
bilinear formulation (referred as QBDAE in this chapter)
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Figure 4.5: 15x15 quarter spot model
injection rate is constant at one PVI. The initial water saturation and pressure are
assumed to be 0 and 3000 psia respectively.
The reservoir model is simulated for 1000 days. The final water saturation and
water cut (ratio of produced water over total produced fluid) for Carleman bilinear
approximation and QLDAE formulation are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7,
respectively. These results are compared with exact solution and it reveals that
Taylor expansion of fractional flow could not capture dynamic of the model. On the
contrary, there is no approximation in QLDAE and its solution exactly matching the
original system.
4.5.6 Model Order Reduction of Saturation Equation Formulated as QBDAE
In this section, we introduce the concept of model order reduction for QBDAE
systems. The idea is to construct the projector P = VW T where V,W ∈ Rn×r
with W TV = Ir, such that r  n and the reduced-order model can be obtained by
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Figure 4.6: Carleman bilinear approximation
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Figure 4.7: Quadratic linear/bilinear formulation (QLDAE)
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projecting the state-space equations into a much smaller subspace by
xq = V xr (4.60)
The first step in model reduction framework is to construct the projection matrix.
One can apply iterative rational Krylov method to bilinear systems to find the pro-
jection matrix [17]. However, the application of the existing algorithms to QBDAE
systems is hindered as they are only suitable for single input output, affine sys-
tems. In this study the projection matrix for QBDAE systems is found based on
POD method, meaning that the model is run with training inputs and the saved
snapshots are used to find the basis. This will show the applicability of the new
formulation and the possibility of reducing the dimension of the model. The model
order reduction based on the Krylov subspace without the need for training and
snapshots need to be address in the future work.
To obtain the projection matrix based on POD approach, one needs to run the
model with a training inputs and save the snapshots of saturation, saturation squared
and fractional flow. After applying svd on each snapshot matrix, the projection basis
are obtained and can be used to project the original high dimensional state to a
reduced one as Eq. 4.60. The matrices in Eq. 4.59 are used to construct a reduced
QBDAE form of saturation equation.
Eˆ
d
dt
xr = Gˆ1xr + Gˆ2xr ⊗ xr +
nprod∑
i=1
Dˆi xr u
prod
i +
ninj∑
j=1
dˆju
inj
j (4.61)
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where
Eˆ = V TEV (4.62)
Gˆ1 = V
TG1V, Gˆ2 = V
TG2V ⊗ V (4.63)
Dˆi = V
TDiV, dˆj = V
Tdj (4.64)
Note that the resulted reduced system in Eq. 4.61 is also a QBDAE and preserves
some important features of the original system, such as stability.
4.6 Numerical Results
In this section we apply the model order reduction methodologies for a two-phase
flow (oil-water) reservoir model under the water flooding recovery process with the
structure of a 5-spot. Here we have an injector in the center of the reservoir and
four producers in the corners. The reservoir is SPE10 comparative model [31] (layer
10th). This model is synthetic but can be representative of a real reservoir with large
heterogeneity.
This reservoir model is discretized using Cartesian grid of size 20ft× 10ft× 2ft.
Overall the reservoir model has 60× 220× 1 = 13200 active cells. The fluid viscosity
ratio is µw/µo = 0.1. The absolute heterogeneous permeability and the relative
permeability curves are depicted in Figures. 4.8a and 4.8b, respectively. The porosity
is assumed to be constant at 0.2 for entire model.
For the training schedule, the producers are controlled by bottom hole pressure
and the injector by injection rate as shown in Figure 4.9. Note that this amount
of injection was selected to ensure at least one pore volume injection throughout
simulation time (1000 days). The initial water saturation is assumed to be 0.0 .
In order to apply the POD on QBDAE, we simulated the reservoir for 1000
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Fine Scale (QBDAE) QBDAE+POD
# pressure basis 13200 3
# velocity basis 26120 24
# saturation basis 13200 35
# saturation squared basis 13200 78
# fractional flow basis 13200 78
Table 4.1: Compare fine and reduced scale quadratic bilinear model
days and saved the snapshots of pressure (Po), velocity (Vel), water saturation (Sw)
and its squared and fractional flow function (fw) every 5 days. Thus, we have 200
snapshots for each variables. Each snapshot is reshaped to a column vector and is
stacked in a snapshot matrix. After applying svd to each matrix, one can find the
basis as explained in previous sections. The singular values of the snapshot matrices
are shown in Figure. 4.10. As can be seen, there is a faster decay in the singular
values for the pressure and velocity compared to saturation and its related functions.
Thus, we need more basis for the saturation and the nonlinear functions to capture
most of the energy and have small error.
The selection criteria here was to capture at least 99% of the energy of snapshots.
The number of basis is compared for reduced model to the original fine scale one in
Table 4.1. It is obvious that several orders of magnitude in model order reduction is
obtained in this example.
The final water saturation and the water cut for all the producers after 1000 days
of simulation is shown in Figure 4.11 and compared with fine scale model. Note that
the water cut resulted from high fidelity model (dashed line) and the reduced model
(solid line) are almost identical.
Figures 4.12a and 4.12b show the spatial relative error at the final time in the
saturation and pressure, respectively. The error in both pressure and saturation
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are O(10−1). In Figure 4.13, the temporal variation of the relative error is plotted
between the fully-resolved and approximate solutions, as defined in the following
equation,
E(tk) = ‖x(tk)− x˜(tk)‖2/‖x(tk)‖2, tk ∈ [0 Tf ] (4.65)
where x and x˜ are the saturation/pressure results from the high fidelity model and
the reduced model, respectively and Tf is the final time of simulation. The error is
less than 3% for most of the simulation time.
We run the reduced model with a new test schedule as shown in Figure 4.14,
to make sure that the reduced QBDAE based on POD is robust to input variation.
This schedule is obtained by ±10% random perturbation of the training schedule.
Note that the basis of the reduced model are not updated and we used the same
basis obtained from training snapshots.
The final water saturation and the water cut for all the producers after 1000
days of simulation with the Test schedule is shown in Figure 4.15 and compared
with fine scale model. Again it is obvious that the reduced model replicates almost
exactly the same water cut as high fidelity model. Figures 4.17a and 4.17b show the
spatial relative error at the final time in the saturation and pressure, respectively.
The errors are still O(10−1) in both pressure and saturation. In Figure 4.16, the
temporal variation of the relative error is plotted between the fully-resolved and
approximate solutions, and the error is less than 5% for most of the simulation time.
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the Carleman bilinear approximation of a single phase and two
phase flow were discussed. The result for single phase flow was acceptable and the
Krylov based model reduction without any training could successfully reduce the
dimension of the model. However, this approach could not approximate fractional
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Figure 4.9: Training schedule for applying POD on QBDAE
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Figure 4.10: Singular values of snapshot matrices of QBDAE’s states
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Figure 4.11: Final saturation and water cut at producer resulted from high fidelity
model (dashed line) and reduced model (solid line). Both models have very similar
results for training schedule
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Figure 4.12: Final relative error of applying POD on QBDAE for training schedule
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Figure 4.13: Temporal variation of saturation and pressure error of applying POD
on QBDAE for training schedule
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Figure 4.14: Test schedule, obtained from ±10% random variation in the training
schedule
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Figure 4.15: Final saturation and water cut at producers for both high fidelity model
(dashed line) and reduced model (solid line). Both models have very similar results
for test schedule
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Figure 4.16: Temporal variation of saturation and pressure error of applying POD
on QBDAE for the test schedule
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Figure 4.17: Final relative error of applying POD on QBDAE for test schedule
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flow with Taylor expansion, and two phase flow results were wrong.
Thus, new approach based on quadratic bilinear differential algebraic equation
(QBDAE) formulation were applied to two phase flow to transform it into quadratic
bilinear system. This method introduces new variable for some nonlinear terms and
there is no approximation in this transformation. POD model order reduction was
applied to reduce the dimension of this new system and the results were acceptable.
In the next chapter, the gradient based methods are explained in the context of
production optimization. Specifically, it will be discussed how to find the gradient
efficiently based on the adjoint formulation. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability
of POD in a production optimization problem by integrating it into the optimization
workflow.
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5. OPTIMIZING RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE USING REDUCED ORDER
MODELS
The development of an oil field involves many challenges, e.g. maximizing profit
and oil recovery factor while reducing risks and environmental footprints. Although
the weight put into some of these issues depend upon the life stage of an oil field, and
can be non-existent in many circumstances, the objective of any project development
is certainly related to profits and risks.
The management of an oil field can be tackled by finding the optimal produc-
tion strategy (or strategies during the reservoir life cycle) by means of dynamically
adjusting the production flow rates or bottom-hole pressures over the reservoir pro-
duction time. This optimization is tied to some form of an economical objective
function, very often indicated by the net present value (NPV) of the operations. As
it is known, realistic field production is not set as the operator will, but it is driven
by operations constraints defined by the capacity of the platform and the surface
facilities required to separate, process and store (or drain) all production (oil, water
and gas). A major difficulty occurs in optimizing production of all wells, according
to these constraints along the production of a field.
For this reason, designing optimal well control strategies taking into account
realistic production constraints and well allocation rates is of paramount for the
increase in reservoir recovery factor and, in turn, gaining the maximum NPV of the
project.
The authors in [79] described the E-field production optimization system (EFOS)
and its application to the Prudhoe Bay oil field in Alaska. EFOS facilitated the short
term field optimization. For long term operation, well inflow performances were used
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instead of using full reservoir model. However, one can formulate the problem as
a classical optimal control and use calculus of variation to solve the problem. The
authors in [20] formulate the optimization problem by considering the reservoir model
as a forward simulation model. They also integrated POD model order reduction
into the optimization for reducing the computational cost.
The hierarchal optimization that deal with different time scale were suggested in
[102]. In this workflow the proper realtime system identification, optimization, and
feedback control at various levels of oil field were discussed. Many studies published
in the literature [110, 53] emphasize the need and importance of performing closed-
loop optimization using optimal control theory.
One of the benchmarks developed for the optimization under the uncertain paradigm
is the Norne field model [100]. Different optimization were applied on this bench-
mark and the results are improved in terms of the economic gains and reducing
uncertainties in the field.
This chapter addresses the optimization of well schedules under bound con-
straints. This workflow is combined with model order reduction for reducing the
computational costs associated with running reservoir models [101]. Finally, this
process is utilized on a new reservoir benchmark model called UNISIM-I-D [45].
5.1 Problem Statement
As it was explained in Chapter 2, the pressure and saturation at each time step
are found sequentially, meaning that the pressure is solved via mixed finite element
method formulation of 2.14 and the saturation is derived from Newton Raphson
iterations of 2.16. These equations can be written as an implicit function,
g(xn, xn−1, un) = 0 (5.1)
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where xn is the dynamic states such as pressure, saturation, compositional, etc. un
is the input control such as bottom hole pressure in producers and water or gas
injection rate in injectors.
The objective function is to maximize net present value (NPV) in the water
flooding process of a reservoir. It generally comprises cost of water injection and
production, and revenues of oil production. The objective function is defined as,
NPV =
N∑
n=1

Nprod∑
i=1
[ro(qo)
n
i + rw(qw)
n
i ] +
Ninj∑
i=1
rˆw(qw)
n
i
 ∆t
n
(1 + d)tn
(5.2)
where Ninj and Nprod are the total number of injectors and producers, respectively;
qw and qo are the water and oil production rate, respectively; ro is the revenue of
produced oil, rw and rˆw are the cost of water production and injection, respectively;
d is the discount factor.
For the wells that are BHP controlled, the NPV becomes a function of states
(pressure and saturation) and inputs (bottom hole pressure) of the system. Further-
more, for the rate controlled wells, the rate is assumed to be independent of pressure
and saturation of the reservoir. The cost function can be written in general form as,
J = JF (x
N) +
N∑
n=1
Ln(xn, un). (5.3)
where J is the cost function which consists of two major terms. The first term,
JF (x
N) that can be the abandonment cost and the second term, that is the objective
function, e.g. NPV, over all control steps.
The production optimization problem addresses finding a sequences of control
inputs un to get the maximum cumulative oil production, NPV, recovery factor,
under different constraints. Note that the reservoir simulation model, namely forward
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model as in Eq. 5.1, can also be considered as an equality constraint. Thus, the
optimization problem can be described in general form as,
max
un
J = JF (x
N) +
N∑
n=1
L (xn, un) (5.4)
gn
(
xn, xn−1, un
)
= 0, ∀n ∈ {0, ..., N} (5.5)
x0 = x0, initial condition (5.6)
c (xn, un) ≤ 0, inequality constraints (5.7)
In this optimization problem, the equalities and inequalities implicate the limita-
tions on each well. There are also physical and practical constraints in each produc-
tion optimization problem that should be considered to get a reasonable results. For
example, the production rate might be limited to avoid sand production and keep
wellbore stability, or the injection rate might be limited due to surface facilities or
avoiding large seismic events. These constraints will be considered as inequality or
equality in each problem.
There are different techniques to solve each optimization problem, e.g. gradient
based methods, direct search, and heuristic approaches. Here we review them briefly
and choose the one that is more appropriate for our purpose.
Direct search methods are best known as optimizations techniques that do not
explicitly use gradient of the objective function to find the optimal solution. These
methods can be usually integrated with parallel computing with small modifications.
A direct search algorithm searches a set of points at each iteration, looking for a point
where the value of the objective function is lower than the current value. This method
can be used for optimizing objective functions that are not differentiable. Different
direct search methods for unconstrained optimization are discussed in [77].
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Heuristic optimization techniques are designed for solving a problem faster when
classical methods are too slow, or finding the approximate solution where the other
classical optimization methods fail to find the exact solution. Often times these
methods can be combined with classical optimization techniques to improve their
performances. One can refer to [92, 62] for comparing some of these methods.
In this thesis, the gradient based optimization is considered because the objective
function is smooth and also this method showed faster convergence. An efficient
method to find the gradient is to solve the adjoint model [20, 103]. This model is run
to find the Lagrange multipliers and consequently the gradient. Next, this method
will be discussed more.
5.1.1 Gradient with Adjoint Method
In gradient based optimization, adjoint methods are widely used for calculating
the gradient in a problems with large number of variable parameters. The first
step is to solve the forward model, e.g. reservoir simulator, for all time steps with
given initial conditions and control inputs. At this stage all the dynamic states, e.g.
pressure and saturation should be stored for all the time steps. The cost function
should be evaluated with results of the forward model simulation as for example
NPV in equation 5.2.
The necessary optimality conditions are derived from classical theory of calculus
of variation. One can construct the augmented cost function by multiplying the
constraints with a set of coefficient known as Lagrange multipliers and add them to
the main objective function as follows (for simplicity the inequality constraints are
not considered),
JA = JF (x
N) +
N∑
n=1
Ln (xn, un) +
(
λ0
)T (
x0 − x0
)
+
N∑
n=1
(λn)T gn
(
xn, xn−1, un
)
(5.8)
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where the inner product of the Lagrange multipliers and the forward model can be
expanded as follow (see [74]),
(λn)T gn
(
xn, xn−1, un
)
= (λu
n)T (Bnun − Cpn) (5.9)
+ (λp
n)T (Cnun) (5.10)
+ (λs
n)T
(
sn − sn−1 − F n ) (5.11)
where F n = ∆tnDpv
−1 (A(un)fw(sn) + q+). The first optimality condition imposes
∇xJA = 0, which results in following linear equations,
(
λN
)T
= −
(
∂JF
∂xN
+
∂LN
∂xN
)(
∂gN
∂xN
)−1
(5.12)
(
λn−1
)T
= −
(
(λn)T
∂gn
∂xn−1
+
∂Ln−1
∂xn−1
)(
∂gn−1
∂xn−1
)−1
(5.13)
(
λ0
)T
= − (λ1)T ∂g1
∂x0
(5.14)
The final condition for Lagrange coefficients are found based on Eq. 5.12. The
adjoint model can be solved using the stored states to calculated the Lagrange multi-
pliers as Eq. 5.13. Equation 5.13 is linear and is solved backward in time for obtaining
Lagrange multipliers. The initial Lagrange multiplier can also be found as Eq. 5.14
The coefficients corresponding to pressure equations are found at each time step
n = N, · · · , 1 as follows,
 B(sn−1) −CT
C 0

 λvn
λp
n
 =
 (∂gn∂vn )T λsn − (∂Ln∂vn )T
0
 (5.15)
and the Lagrange coefficients corresponding to saturation equation is calculated as
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follow,
(
I −
(
∂gn
∂sn
)T)
λs
n = λs
n+1 −
(
∂Ln
∂sn
)T
(5.16)
−
(
∂
∂sn
(
Bn+1un+1
))T
λv
n+1 (5.17)
One can refer to [74] for the derivation and more discussion on adjoint formulation
in a sequential mixed finite volume problem.
Finally, the gradient of the cost function with respect to input parameters is,
∂J
∂un
=
∂JA
∂un
=
∂Ln
∂un
+ (λn)T
∂gn
∂un
(5.18)
Thus, the gradients will be calculated using the Lagrange multipliers and forward
model results as in Eq. 5.18. If the gradient is sufficiently close to zero (smaller than
a tolerance), the optimality has been satisfied, otherwise this gradient can be used
in an iterative method to find optimal direction to update the control inputs.
5.1.2 Optimization Process
Optimizing the well placement and production schedule are one of the main prob-
lems in the development of a new field. These problems should be addressed based
on engineering analysis and mathematical optimization algorithm to achieve a good
solution. In this thesis, I focus on the production optimization, meaning that the
location of the wells are fixed and the question is how to gain the most profit by
finding the optimal schedule for each well.
The optimization workflow that is used in this thesis is based on line search. In
each iteration of the line search method, a descent direction is computed and then it
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is determined how far to move along that direction. The iteration is,
uk+1 = uk + αk∆k (5.19)
where the positive scalar α is called the step length. The effective choice of both the
direction and the step length guarantees successful convergence in the line-search.
The search direction usually has the form,
∆k = −Bk−1∇uJk (5.20)
This forms guarantees that we have a descent direction if matrix Bk is positive
definite. In the steepest descent method the direction is along the gradient of the
cost function, and Bk is simply identity matrix, whereas in the Newton’s method it
is the exact Hessian Bk = ∇2J . In quasi-Newton methods, Bk is an approximation
to the Hessian that is updated at every iteration by means of a low-rank formula
such as BFGS [85].
In this thesis I only consider the steepest descent method for optimization. The
forward model combined with adjoint one are used to find the gradient, followed by
aggressive line-search to find the steepest growth/decay of the cost function in the
direction of the gradient. This workflow is depicted in figure 5.1. The bottleneck of
this workflow is that running the reservoir model is computationally expensive and
it needs to be run many times in the optimization process. The solution used here is
to replace the original large scale model in the inner iteration loop with the reduced
model. This inner iteration is used to find the step size that gives the steepest
growth/decay in the cost function.
In this approach, after running the forward one can use the snapshots of the
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Figure 5.1: Gradient based optimization workflow combined with reduced order mod-
eling
solution to compute the projection basis in order to construct the reduced model.
Also, the solution snapshots of the forward model is used in the adjoint model to
calculate the gradient.
In this approach the reduced model will be updated at every outer iteration loop.
This will guarantee that the reduced model is trained throughout the optimization.
Also in this study, it is assumed that the reduced model is valid within 10% of
variation in the original schedule, used to obtain snapshots. However one can apply
trust region method to change this range at each iteration based on the results of
the reduced model and comparing it with high fidelity results [108].
In the next section, we apply the proposed optimization workflow on waterflood-
ing the reservoir. All the numerical examples were run in MATLAB Reservoir Simu-
lation Toolbox (MRST, see [1]). Note that the code was modified for running reduced
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Figure 5.2: Heterogeneous model with 5-spot pattern
order models.
5.2 Numerical Example
The reservoir model in this example consists of 51x51x1 gridblocks, where the
dimension of each grid is 10ft x 10ft x 10ft. The residual saturation is 0.2 for both
water and oil. The porosity is constant and is set to 0.2, whereas the permeability is
heterogeneous as shown in Figure 5.2a. The viscosity ratio is set to 5 (µo/µw = 5),
and the initial water saturation is equal to the residual water saturation (sw(t =
0) = 0.2). The well configuration is a 5-spot pattern with an injector in the middle
and four producers at the corners.
It is assumed that the reservoir is dead black oil above bubble point pressure and
it is saturated with oil and water. The Corey’s model of the relative permeability
curves as depicted in Figure 5.2b is used for this example.
This problem is solved based on adjoint formulation. At each optimization iter-
ation, the forward model is run and then the adjoint model will be run to get the
gradient of the NPV with respect to optimization parameters (bottom-hole pressure
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and injection rate). This gradient is used to update the initial guess for parameters,
until the optimal values are found, meaning that the gradient is close to zero or the
relative change in NPV is smaller than a tolerance.
The optimization is done for time horizon of 1000 days. It is assumed that all
the wells are BHP controlled and for each well it can be changed every 10 days.
Thus, the number of control variables are 5× 100 = 500. The BHP for the injector
is constrained between 2000 psia to 3000 psia and for the producers between 1000
psia to 2000 psia. The initial BHP for the injector is set to 2500 psia and for all the
producers is set to 1500 psia. The revenue of oil production is considered to be $70
per barrel and the cost of injection or production of water is $20 per barrel for each.
Moreover, the snapshots of the solution, pressure, saturation, and velocity are
saved and used to find the basis for the reduced order model. Overall there are
100 snapshots for each state solution. These basis are updated at each outer loop
iteration and are used to construct the reduced model for inner loop iterations. These
iterations are to find the step size that results in the steepest increase in the NPV
function.
Since this is a relatively small model, the simulation time for fine scale model
and the reduced one is close to each other. However, the goal in this example was
to show that very similar results can be obtained with using the reduced model as a
proxy model for the forward simulations. The optimization results are also compared
in Table 5.1.
The optimization results are compared between two workflows, using the high
fidelity model in the inner loop iterations or using the reduced order model instead.
The NPV as a function of outer iteration is shown in Figure 5.3 for both models,
revealing that using the reduced model generates very similar NPV results.
The similarity between the optimal solution resulted from these two workflows
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Single Sim. Time # of Inner Iter. # of Outer Iter. Total Opt. Time Final NPV
Fine Model 5.9 (s) 47 18 446 (s) 2.03 (million)
Reduced Model 4.7 (s) 56 19 431 (s) 2.03 (million)
Table 5.1: Comparing optimization results of high fidelity and reduced order model,
for a 51x51 reservoir model with 5-spot pattern
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Figure 5.3: NPV values through outer iterations
are more vivid by comparing the optimal BHP of the injector and producers in
Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
Also the final oil saturation after optimal water flooding is compared for both
workflows in Figure 5.6. The Optimal water cut at the producers is also shown for
both workflows in Figure 5.7. All of these results verified the applicability of the
proposed workflow and reveals that one can get very similar optimization results by
using the reduced order model in the optimization workflow.
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Figure 5.4: Optimal BHP of the injector
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Figure 5.5: Optimal BHP of the producers
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Figure 5.6: Final oil saturation after optimal water-flooding
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Figure 5.7: Water cut at producers after optimal water flooding
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5.3 UNISIM-I-D Reservoir Model Benchmark
The UNISIM-I-D was developed in response to the Brazilian campaigns in deal-
ing with carbonate reservoirs. The reference model is based on (after some modifica-
tions) the structural, facies and petrophysical characteristics of the Namorado Field,
located in Campos Basin, Brazil. The original model as described in [45], contains
approximately 3.5 million active grid blocks. Here I use a modified version of the
original reservoir, such that the dimensions of the grid are 81x58x20 blocks with
approximately 37,000 active cells. The Corner-point griding is used in this model.
This reservoir is under development and recently assisted optimization workflow
was applied to this reservoir model to optimize the number and location of wells as
well as wells opening schedule and wells shut-in time [44]. The optimal solution ob-
tained by utilizing genetic algorithm and an optimizer tool in a commercial simulator
software.
The permeability of this benchmark is heterogeneous as shown in Figure 5.8.
This figure also includes the location of the 25 wells that are used in the schedule
optimization. The porosity is also heterogeneous, which results in a pore volume
distribution as depicted in Figure 5.9. There are multiple natural faults in this
model. All of the characteristics of this benchmark model can be found in [45].
5.3.1 Model Order Reduction on UNISIM-I-D
It is assumed that the reservoir is a black oil model above bubble point pres-
sure and it is saturated with oil and water. the initial oil saturation is shown in
Figure 5.10. The Corey’s model of the relative permeability curve as depicted in
Figure 5.2b is used.
Here only POD model order reduction is applied to the UNISIM benchmark,
because DEIM did not result in a stable and plausible solutions in particular after
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 Permeability [mD] 
Figure 5.8: Permeability in x-direction of UNISIM-I-D reservoir model benchmark,
including all 25 wells
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 Figure 5.9: Pore volume of UNISIM-I-D reservoir model benchmark
integrating it with optimization. The main reason can be in the complex structure
of the reservoir and also few number of basis due to the limitation in MRST. In the
current implementation of the code, the control schedule and the training schedule
should both have the same number of time steps. This limitation can yield a few
snapshots if time steps are large or a very fine control schedule if the simulation
time steps are small. One should separate these two schedules so that one can save
the solution results in smaller time steps in order to improve the snapshots and
consequently the basis for the reduced model.
The model was run for 1500 days based on schedules shown in Figure 5.11 for
bottom-hole pressure of the producers and injectors. The pressure (Po), velocity
(Vel), water saturation (Sw) and fractional flow of water (fw) are saved every 30 days.
Thus there are 50 snapshots for each state. After applying svd to each snapshot
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# Pressure # Velocity # Saturation Elapsed Time
Fine Model 38466 120897 38466 144 (sec)
Reduced Model 5 23 18 50 (sec)
Table 5.2: Comparing simulation of high fidelity model and reduced order UNISIM-
I-D model
matrix, the singular values are obtained as are shown in Figure 5.12. There is a
faster decay in the singular values for the pressure compared to velocity and water
saturation. Thus, more basis for saturation and velocity are needed to have a reliable
reduced order model.
The selection criteria here was to capture at least 99.5% of the energy of snap-
shots. The number of basis is compared between the reduced model and the original
fine scale one in Table 5.2. It is obvious that the size of the model is reduced several
orders of magnitude. Also, the simulation runtime reduced 3 time.
The final water cut for all the producers after 1500 days of simulation is shown in
Figure 5.13 and is compared with fine scale model. The relative error of saturation
is calculated as,
serr(ti) = ‖sred(ti)− sref (ti)‖2/‖sref (ti)‖2, (5.21)
where sred(ti) is the solution from the reduced order model and sref (ti) is the reference
solution from high fidelity model. This error is less than 1% for the entire simulation
time as shown in Figure 5.14. This indicates that the reduced model is a valid and
reliable approximation.
To test the quality of basis and also robustness of the reduced model to input
variations, it was run with a new test schedule as shown in Figure 5.15. This schedule
is obtained by ±5% random perturbation of the training schedule. Note that the
basis of the reduced model are not updated and we used the same basis obtained
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 Figure 5.10: Initial oil saturation of UNISIM-I-D reservoir model
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Figure 5.11: Training schedule for applying POD on the UNISIM-I-D benchmark
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Figure 5.12: Singular values of snapshot matrices after running UNISIM-I-D bench-
mark with training schedule
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of water cut at producers between reduced (solid line) and
high fidelity (dashed line) UNISIM-I-D model
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Figure 5.14: Temporal saturation error between reduced and high fidelity UNISIM-
I-D model
from training snapshots.
The final water cut for all the producers after 1500 days of simulation with the
test schedule are shown in Figure 5.16 and compared with fine scale model. The
temporal saturation error is smaller than 1% for the entire simulation time as shown
in Figure 5.17. These two figures verify the applicability of the reduced order model in
the workflows such as production optimization whereby the input schedule is varied.
5.3.2 Production Optimization of UNISIM-I-D
In this part, we apply the proposed optimization workflow with and without
model order reduction on the UNISIM-I-D benchmark to find the optimal water
flooding in the horizon of 1500 days.
The residual saturation is 0.2 for both water and oil. The viscosity ratio is set
ot 5 (µo/µw = 5), and the initial water saturation is equal to the residual water
saturation (sw(t = 0) = 0.2). The revenue of oil production is considered to be $70
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Figure 5.15: Test schedule: ±5% random variation in the training schedule
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of water cut at producers between reduced (solid line) and
high fidelity (dashed line) UNISIM-I-D model under test schedule
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Figure 5.17: Temporal saturation error between reduced and high fidelity UNISIM-
I-D model under test schedule
per barrel and the cost of injection or production of water is $20 per barrel for each.
It is assumed that all the wells are BHP controlled and for each well it can be
changed every 30 days. Thus, the number of control variables are 25 × 50 = 1250.
The BHP for the injector is constrained between 300 bars to 700 bars and for the
producers between 100 bars to 300 bars. The initial BHP for the injector is set to
500 bars and for all the producers is set to 250 bars.
Moreover, the snapshots of the solution, pressure, saturation, velocity are saved
and used to find the basis for the reduced order model. Overall there are 50 snapshots
for each state solution. These basis are updated at each outer loop iteration and are
used to construct the reduced order model for inner loop iterations. These iterations
are to find the step size that results in the maximum increase in the NPV function
along the steepest decent (gradient) direction.
The optimization results are compared in Table 5.3 between two workflows. If one
uses the high fidelity model in the inner loop iterations the NPV results is slightly
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Single Sim. Time # of Inner Iter. # of Outer Iter. Total Opt. Time Final NPV
Fine Model 154.2 (s) 64 22 15976 (s) 9309.8 (million)
Reduced Model 73.7 (s) 49 17 6964 (s) 9308.0 (million)
Table 5.3: Comparing optimization results using high fidelity and reduced UNISIM-
I-D model in the inner loop
higher, however it takes more than 4.5 hour to get the optimal solution, whereas
using the reduced model instead in the inner loop cut this computational time to
less than 2 hours. The NPV as a function of outer iteration is shown in Figure 5.18
for both models, revealing that using the reduced model generates very similar NPV
results.
The similarity between the optimal solution resulted from these two workflows
are more vivid by comparing the optimal BHP of the injector and producers in
Figures 5.19 and 5.20, respectively. The water cut at the producers after optimal
water flooding sweeps the reservoir are also shown for both workflows in Figure 5.21.
Also the final oil saturation is compared using the high fidelity model and reduced
order model in Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23, respectively. All of these results verified
the applicability of the proposed workflow and reveals that one can get very similar
optimization results by using the reduced model in the optimization workflow.
Note that to improve the results one can use the reduced order models to obtain
the suboptimal solution in less computational time, and then use these results and
the high fidelity model to get the optimal solution.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the gradient based optimization was discussed and applied to well
scheduling. The gradient of the objective function with respect to input parameters
were calculated efficiently based on the adjoint model. Thus, after running reservoir
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Figure 5.18: NPV values through outer optimization iterations on UNISIM-I-D
model
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Figure 5.19: Optimal BHP of the injectors obtained from optimization on UNISIM-
I-D benchmark
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Figure 5.20: Optimal BHP of producers obtained from optimization on UNISIM-I-D
benchmark
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Figure 5.21: Water cut at producers of UNISIM-I-D under optimal water flooding
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Figure 5.22: Final oil saturation after optimal water-flooding using high fidelity
UNISIM-I-D model
Figure 5.23: Final oil saturation after optimal water-flooding using reduced UNISIM-
I-D model
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simulation, the results were used to evaluate the objective function, and also to run
the adjoint model backward in time. Line-search was used to find the proper step
size for updating the input parameters in the direction of the gradient.
To accelerate this workflow, the large scale reservoir model in the line-search
algorithm was replaced by a reduced order model that is computationally faster to
run. Finally this workflow was successfully applied to a new benchmark based on
a offshore reservoir, namely UNISIM-I-D, to solve the waterflooding optimization
problem. The results between the reduced order model and the high fidelity model
were similar in terms of final optimal NPV and the BHP of the producers and
injectors.
In future work, this local optimization process can be combined with global op-
timization process like genetic algorithm or particle swarm optimization to find the
global maximum.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study addressed the application of model order reduction in the subsurface
flow simulation. In this final chapter, we review the main contributions of this
thesis and discuss some future research directions. This thesis can be summarized
as follows.
6.1 POD-DEIM Model Order Reduction
The model order reduction (MOR) procedure based on proper orthogonal decom-
position (POD) technique was extended, and incorporated into a MATLAB Reservoir
Simulation Toolbox (MRST). POD provides a simple approach to extract a set of
basis, which contains dynamical features of states and can be used to project a large
scale model to a reduced dimensional model. This technique requires running a
model with a training schedule and saving the solution results at each time step,
namely snapshots of solution. These snapshots are used to find the POD basis by
applying singular value decomposition (svd) to them.
As POD based techniques use Galerkin (or Petrov-Galerkin) projections, the
resulting system may not be locally mass conservative. This issue may results in
a large number of basis required to compensate the mass conservation error if only
pressure basis is used as finite volume formulation. However, any number of velocity
basis holds mass conservation. Thus, the mixed finite element formulation (cf. [2])
was used to solve for pressure and velocity simultaneously. Also, sequential time
discretization were used to separate pressure and saturation equation [1]. The MOR
was applied to reduce the pressure, velocity and saturation states.
In the case of nonlinear systems, such as porous media flow models, POD model
order reduction scheme does not immediately yield a computationally efficient re-
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duced system. The main difficulty arises in evaluating nonlinear terms on a reduced
subspace. The first method that was applied to alleviate this issue was discrete em-
pirical interpolation method (DEIM). This technique evaluates nonlinear terms in
a few grid blocks that are selected based on greedy algorithm. Thus, the resulting
reduced system is independent of the fine scale grid blocks.
POD and DEIM techniques are intrusive methods and were implemented in the
MRST. In the offline (pre-processing) phase the solution of the high fidelity model
is used to construct the required basis for the reduced order model. Thus, in the
online phase the large scale high fidelity model is replaced with the reduced one that
is computationally more efficient to run.
All of these MOR techniques were verified using a reservoir model benchmark,
5 layers of SPE10 [31], with 66,000 active grid blocks. This corresponds to 66,000
+ 183,400 for pressure + velocity unknowns and 66,000 unknowns for saturation.
The MOR was able to capture the dynamics of these models using only about 5+12
unknowns for pressure and velocity equation and 20 unknowns for saturation equa-
tion. Also, the nonlinear fractional flow function was evaluated at only 25 points
instead of 66,000 grid points and were approximated in the reset of the grid blocks
by DEIM. In terms of speed up, the reduced model was run approximately 70 times
faster than the high fidelity model. Comparing the error between these models in
terms of water cut, and final pressure and saturation error validated this MOR tech-
nique. The reduced model was also tested with a different schedule than the one
used for saving snapshots and the error was still small (less than 5 % for most of
the simulation time). This indicates that the reduced order model retain a reason-
able level of robustness, which is important if they are to be used in optimization
applications.
Furthermore, to improve the POD-DEIM in terms of required number of basis
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and resulted error, new approach was developed in this study to update online. In
the regular POD-DEIM workflow all the snapshots are used to find one single re-
duced subspace, whereas the Localized POD (LPOD) and Localized DEIM (LDEIM),
compute several local subspaces. Each subspace characterize a period of time in the
solution space. All together these local subspaces not only can approximate the high
fidelity model better, but also reduce the computational cost of simulation. k-means
clustering algorithm is used in LPOD and LDEIM to categorize similar snapshots at
the offline (pre-processing) phase. Next, the basis of reduced subspaces are found for
each cluster. In the online phase, at each time step, the reduced states is used in a
classifier to find the most representative basis and to update the reduced subspace.
This new technique was used in the saturation equation and was tested on one
layer of SPE-10 benchmark model with 13,200 active grid blocks. It was shown that
with the same number of basis, both LPOD and LDEIM outperform regular POD
and DEIM. These new techniques have some overhead in the online phase to pick
the right set of basis. In order to reduce this overhead, an efficient classifier was
developed that only uses solution in a few grid blocks to find the best representative
cluster and the corresponding reduced basis. Thus, in terms of computational time,
both LPOD and LDEIM are close to regular POD and DEIM. The speedup for all
of these models were approximately 4 times. In comparison of water cut and final
saturation error, the localized model reduction techniques yield less error in all the
simulation time. For this example, the average temporal saturation error is 4% for
POD and 2% for LPOD. It was 15% for DEIM whereas it was 5% for LDEIM.
6.2 MOR on Quadratic Bilinear Formulation
In this approach to overcome the issue of nonlinearity, the quadratic bilinear form
(QBLF) of the original nonlinear porous media flow system is introduced, yielding a
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system that is linear in the input and linear in the state, but not in both input and
state jointly. Primarily, a new set of variables is used to change the problem into
QBLF. Bilinear form of a nonlinear system can yield a better analysis by enabling
us to use generalized transfer function.
In this thesis, the Carleman bilinear formulation based on Taylor’s expansion is
also discussed. This technique is developed for single phase flow and it was shown
that the dimension of this model can be reduced by applying bilinear iterative rational
Krylov algorithm (BIRKA). This MOR technique does not use training and solution
snapshots to construct the reduced space, but rather uses the matrices in the bilinear
form of the nonlinear system to find the projection matrices.
In a simple example it was shown that for a small model the Carleman bilinear
form of the model outperforms the linear approximation. However, as this method
is based on Taylor’s expansion, the model is only valid close to the expansion point.
It was also shown that this method failed in two phase flow because the fractional
flow cannot be approximated well just by Taylor’s polynomial expansion.
On the other hand, we developed a quadratic bilinear differential algebraic equa-
tion (QBDAE) procedure for the saturation equation in the subsurface two phase
flow. This new technique involves representation of nonlinear terms as a new state.
The author in [58] showed that this method is applicable to wide range of nonlinear
systems. This approach will increase the dimension of the system linearly before we
apply model order reduction. However, it can help to capture the dynamics of the
nonlinear system better and to have more representative reduced order model.
This representation of the system has some advantageous in terms of MOR. First,
applying POD to this system automatically yields a reduced system that can be
solved without touching the fine scale model. Thus one does not need to use DEIM
for further approximation. In addition, the reduced system has the same form of the
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original system and thus it preserves the properties such as stability and passivity.
The proposed method was verified in numerical example. Primarily SPE10 bench-
mark was used as it is a very heterogeneous model and is used often times in testing
different upscaling methods. The model reduction was able to reduce the complexity
of the system significantly, and the errors in the solution were small even for different
input. The error results from this method was smaller than using POD-DEIM. Still
more efficient implementation of this formulation and the reduced model is required
in order to do computational time analysis.
6.3 Production Optimization
The main focus in the last part of this thesis was to develop a robust workflow
for optimization based on reduced order models. This procedure was developed
and implemented in MRST and was tested on UNISIM-I-D [45], which is a reservoir
benchmark model based on Namorado field. This model has around 38,000 active grid
blocks, 11 injectors and 14 producers, which most of them are horizontal. However,
in this study it was assumed that the reservoir is saturated with oil and water and
there is no gas cap in the reservoir.
Primarily, POD based MOR was applied to this model to verify the applicably of
MOR on this reservoir. It was shown that a reduced model with 5 + 23 unknowns
for pressure + velocity and 18 unknowns for saturation could replicate a very similar
results in water cut and oil saturation compared to high fidelity model with 38,466
+ 120,897 unknowns for pressure + velocity and 38466 unknowns for saturation.
The reduced model could be run three time faster. The error in saturation for all
the simulation time is less than 1%. This reduced model was tested with a different
input schedule from the training and the results were still reliable.
We considered the gradient based optimization workflow based on line-search. In
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this procedure, there are two main loops. Primarily in the first loop, the reservoir
model is run to obtain the production rates and to evaluate the NPV. Next, these
results are integrated and used in an adjoint model to find the gradient of NPV with
respect to input parameters, BHP of injectors and producers in this study. Finally,
this gradient is used with a step size to be determined for updating the parameters
values. We find the step size through an aggressive line-search, whereby the step size
is increased/decrease until the NPV increases. Thus, one need another inner loop to
run the model and decide the value of step size.
We implemented MOR to overcome the high computational cost associated with
the gradient-based optimizations. After running the high fidelity model in the outer
loop the reduced model was constructed based on the obtained solution and this
model was used in the inner loop to find the value of step size.
We found out that when the production or injection well BHP schedule differed
more than 10% from the training runs the accuracy of the reduced model degraded
and the optimization results would be significantly different from high fidelity results.
Thus, we enforced the search region at each iteration to be at most within 10%
variation in the current schedule.
Finally, I tested the water flooding optimization based on POD reduced-order
model for the UNISIM-I-D benchmark and compared it with the results from high
fidelity model. The work flow based on the reduced order model results in the same
NPV and very similar optimal BHP for injectors and producers. It took approxi-
mately 4.5 hours to obtain these results from high fidelity model, whereas it took
less than 2 hours for the workflow with reduced model.
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6.4 Suggestions for Future Work
In the POD-DEIM procedure, the upwind indices matrix A depends on the veloc-
ity. Thus, one needs to address the updating of upwinding matrix during simulation.
Our approach was to project back to fine scale solution at each time step after the
pressure equation is solved and update the upwinding matrix based on new velocity
solution. Other alternative method is to update the upwinding matrix based on re-
duced velocity vector, i.e. finding regions in the reduced subspace where the velocity
direction has changed using the reduced velocity and only updates those regions.
These issues can be investigated in future research.
All of the proposed MOR methods in this thesis were applied to two phase flow
incompressible or slightly compressible fluid without gravity or capillary pressure
forces. One should investigate the application of these methods in multi-physics and
multi-components reservoirs, which usually arise in practice. POD-DEIM procedure
should be extended to three phase flow problems. It should also be verified for larger
models containing O(106) grid blocks, which should magnify the superiority of POD-
DEIM compared to regular POD method. Note that strong nonlinearity in relative
permeability curves yields that large number of POD/DEIM basis would be required
to have reliable reduced model, which may increase the computational time. These
issues require further investigation.
In this study localized POD and localized DEIM were only applied to saturation
equation. One can investigate their applicability in pressure equation as well. Also,
these two methods are not combined in this thesis, meaning that in LDEIM, the
saturation basis are still selected from regular POD and not LPOD. Thus, this inte-
gration should be considered in future research. More work still needs to be done to
select the appropriate number of clusters and the specific clustering technique used.
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After obtaining the QBDAE of the two phase flow equation, POD model order
reduction was applied to the system to reduce the state dimension. However, one can
apply Bilinear Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (BIRKA) to obtain the basis.
This technique is independent of the input/output schedule and there will be no
need for training. Thus, the reduced system will be robust to a wide range of inputs.
However, as this model results in a multi input and output system more investigation
is needed to apply training free model order reduction techniques.
Our strategy for integrating the reduced model in the optimization workflow was
based on aggressive line search method in optimization. Thus, only the model in
the inside loop is replaced with the reduced model to update the basis at each outer
loop. This approach yielded very similar results between the workflow based on
high fidelity model and the one with the reduced order model. However, it is still
computationally demanding specially because we still run the fine scale model. One
can consider integrating the reduced model with other workflow such as trust region.
Moreover, applications of the LPOD and LDEIM as well as quadratic bilinear form
in reservoir production optimization workflow should be addressed in future work.
Currently, there is a limitation in MRST such that one the control schedule
and the training schedule should both have the same number of time steps. This
limitation can yield a few snapshots if time steps are large or a very fine control
schedule if time steps are small. One should separate the optimization schedule from
the training schedule so that one can save the solution results in smaller time steps.
This will improve the snapshots and consequently the basis for the reduced model.
Ultimately, the work that has been accomplished in this thesis can be applied to
other areas of research such as subsurface shallow water management and geothermal
reservoir simulations. It also enables us to change the reservoir management practices
from a simple reactive solution to a more active methodology of designing real-time
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intelligent production strategies to meet energy demands of the society.
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